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Everything that happens in this world

happens at the time God chooscs ..

He sets the time for finding and the time

for loosing, the time for silence and the

time fortalk .

He hac;; set the right time tor L'\'crything

The Bible. Ecclesiastes 3.1-1 1



ABSTRACT

The process of teaching in terms of. for example. use of time requires e1fective

management to ensure quality student achievement. This study sought to investigate

how teachers in Kete-Krachi secondary schools manage instructional time. The study

used a checklist. a time diary form and an interview guide to collect information fwm

50 of the targeted teachers. about all activities the teachers engaged in during the

entire school week. Data was also obtained about attitude of teachers towards time

management.

It was found that the teachers engaged in a wide variety ofactivities. using

time that varied from one activity to another; these activities ranged from preparation

oflessonnotes and sports committee meeting to siesta, preparing cakes for sale and

walking home from school; Teachers spent 188.79 minutes. a day. in managing

, instruction. 146.9 minutes on administrative duties. and a whopping 956.39 minutes

on activities encoded social as against 251.64 minutes for instruction. The study also

revealed that while some teachers assumed the elevated responsibility of providing

instructional leadership for both staff and students. there were others who merely gave

instruetions without applying any skillneeessary for professional practice. Ifschool

time management is to improve. teachers would have to find time everyday to think of

what to do in advance of actual performance. So it has heen recommended that school

administrators proceed with caution when assigning duties to teachers because some

duties may have to be run during teaching tinle.
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

Overview

This chapter briefly considers the issue of teacher involvement in school

management as llyrelude to stating the problem ofhow teachers manage time for

instruction. It also touches on the purposes that the study may serve. The major

divisions of the chapter are as follows:

•

•

Background to the Study

Statement ofthe Problem

• Objective ofthe Study

• Research Questions

• Significance ofthe Study

• Delimitation of the Study

• Organisation of the Study

Background to the Study

Management is an important aspect ofany educational institution. The quality

of work in a schoo~ for instance, how well students perform, is largely affected by what

is actually done to manage the educational situation. Atakpa and Ankomah (1998) have

pointed out that factors such as a capable teaching force and professional teacher

support, among other things, are necessary for effective school management. These are

elem.ents needed to achieve effectiveness in teaching and learning. In other words, the



process ofteaching and leaming in terms of say, use of resources requires effective

school management to ensure quality student achievement.

More importantly, Westbury (1978:287) emphasises that, to some extent, the

work ofthe teacher should be seen as "thrusting at the management ofenvironments".

This means teaching is considered as a means by which the activities of students are

directed towards learning. In this case, the teacher provides a framework for leaming

activities and further defines the tasks which learners will undertake for the purposes of

their education. That the teacher performs some management functions can also be seen

in the many decisions the teacher is expected to take on what to teach, when to teach it.

how to teach it and how to assess what is taught dur,ng instruction (Koom,on,

Akyeampong and Fobih, 1999). Furthermore, the researcher, as a teacher in a senior

secondary schoo~ observed that many teachers make sowe arrangements lor resource

persons in their communities to teach topics in which they have expertise.

Time is a dimension of school activity hecause important instructional decisions

are time-bound. Koomson et al (1999) noted that in Ghana, a national curriculum

determines what teachers are expected to do in any given time pc;:riod. Nevertheless.

teachers have to make some adjustments in such time allocation to;uit their local

situation. In this vein, the Commonwealth Secretariat (1993) highlights the need for

school admini5lrators and teachers to reflect on how they use time to ensure its optimal

use. This implies that the teacher has a crucial ro Ie to play in the management of

instructional time. The present study, therefore, aims to draw the attention of teachers

and administrators ofjunior secondary schools (1SS) and senior secondary schools

(SSSl to some prevalent time management pra<.1ices especially in Ghanaian schools.



Statement ofthe ~robJem

The time element in school management has received much attention in the

development ofeducation in Ghana. The Education Reform Programme implemented

in 1987 restructured pre-university education reducing the number of years from 17 to

12 years. Out ofthe twelve years, primary school is to take six years with JSS and SSS

covering three years each. Immediately the SSS programme Was introduced the

Conference ofHeads ofAssisted Secondary Schools (CHASS) called for extension of

the three years given to the course: (Seini, 1993). Following this, the Education Reforms

Review Committee (1994) recommended specifically that the duration of the SSS

should be increased from three to four years.

However, in the second decade of implementing the refonns, the duration for

secondary school was temporarily reduced to reverse the January-December academic

calendar to one of September-August (Dery, 2001). But this measure aimed at

establishing a common academic year for all levels of education in the country, drew

adverse reactions from many educational stakeholders. For instance, some university

authorities openly condemned the shortening of the course (DeGrnft-Johoson and Ezah,

2000). These reactions underscore the need to guard against the tendwcy 10

underestimate the importance oftime as a basic inpllt in school achievemclll. It musl be

noted that the official duration ofschool time does nol by itsclfbring about anv desired

learning. And fur students to learn, it is what school people do with their time that

matters (Tedesco, 1997). Studies oftime use in some Ghanaian schools have provided

very interesting results. For example, Adjei (1998) round that students in lhe school

studied were lacking teacher direction for content learning after school hOUTS. Koomson

el al, (1999:36) also fuund out that, in the classes observed, "about 45% of
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the total time for instruction was wastcd." If instructional time is not uscd and teachers

arc not ready to wnrk with students outside regular class time then it would be

interesting to find out what exactly the teachers do to ensure optimum use of school

time.

With a clear understanding ofhow teachers spend their days, one can identify

the main userS ofthe teachers' time (Commonwealth Secretariat, 1993). Moreover, an

accurate knowledge ofwhat teachers do with their time will foster a thorough

understanding ofbow they manage instructional time. This study therefore seeks to

examine bow teachers manage instructional time in some Ghanaian secondary schools.

Objective of the Study

The general objective of the study is to ascertain the actual role tcachers in Kctc

Krachi secondary schools play in managing instructional time.

The specific objectives are:

I. to identuy the time management practices of teachers in the study area;

IL to find out the attitude ofsecondary schooI teachers towards their time

management.

ResG''Th Questions

To investigate what exactly teachers do with their time, the research addresses

the following questions:

L

II.

tiL

What management functions do teachers perform in school?

What tools do teachers use in managing instructional time I

Are teachers Willing to perform thei,. tnal1i1€,elllent duties?



IV.

v.

vL

vii.

What is teachcr pcrccption of time managcment?

How much time, outside school hours, do teachers spend in managing

instructional time?

What amount of school time do teachers spend on administrative duties?

How do teachcrs manage instructional time?

Significance ofthe Study

The amount oftime spent on a particular kind of activity has been the concern of

many social inquiries (Converse, 1968). In Ghana, some investigations into the

management of instructional time have rather provided data related to the national

educational situation. For instance, research into the state of school management in

Ghana, showed that effectively managed schools had "plans for effective time

management and utilization by both teachers and pupils" (Atakpa and Ankomah,

1998:4). Concerning how teachers use official instructional time, research also revealed

that "total time spent on actual instruction in the classes observed was 55% of the day's

instructional time" (Koomson et ai, 1999:36).

Indeed, there are Ghanaian schools that are run in very unusual ways. Schools

where the researcher taught economics have sometimes taught students for over six

weeks in the school term without timetables. Since different situations exist from

school to school., there is the need to have a study of a narrow scope to highlight

peculiar conditions in the schools. It is expected that data on time management

practices ofsecondary school teachers will help teachers to improve upon their use of

time. School administrators may also fmd such infonnation u.o;eful in their supervision

of instruction.
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Delimitation of the Study

In a study ofhow economics students in Ketc-Krachi secondary scbools use

time. one finding was that the students were lacking teacher direction for content

learning after school bours (Adje~ 1998). This motivated the researcher to investigate

how teachers in Kete-Krachi secondary schools manage instructional time. Hence

respondents fur the study are teachers in four junior secondary schools and two senior

secondary schools, namely, Bunda 1SS, Henkel Memorial 1SS, John Doeswijck JSS,

Shehu Urnaru 1SS, Krachi Secondary School and Krachi Secondary Technical School.

All the schools are located in Kete-Krachi, which is a resettlement town in the northern

part ofthe Volta Region ofGhana

SUmmary

It is clear from the foregoing that school management is very important in

ensuring that students achieve the best from learning in the schooL ParticuLarly, the role

ofa teacher in school management can be seen in the active participation of the teacher

in pl.anning lessons for instruction. The present study is concerned with bnw teachers in

Kete-Krachi secondary schools manage instructional time. Hopefully, information on

what exactly teachers do in managing instructional time may help teachers to improve

upon their time management.

Organisation ofthe Study

The first chapter states the research prohlem. objectives of the study, research

questions, and the purposes that the study may serve. It further outlines the scope of the

study. The next chapter discusses some ideas and principles from available literature

which relate to time and management in order to develop a conceptual framework fur



the study. Chapter three descnbes the population and in;tmments used in addition to

tbe procedures and difficulties in data collection. Chapter four presents findings made

from data collected and analysed. The last chapter discusses the specific questions of

tbe study on tbe basis ofavailable evidence. There is also a summary of findings and a

statement ofconclusions reached, followed by some suggestions fur improving teacher

management of instructional time. The chapter ends with suggested areas for further

study.

7



CHAPTER TWO

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

Overview

The following discussion begins with some ideas about time and then proceeds

to consider management as a process. While examining management of instructional

time, the chapter highlights some principles relevant to management of time in schools.

Organised under four subheadings, Le., The Concept ofTime, Time for Teachers, The

Management Process, and Conceptual Framework, the chapter discusses the following

specific issues:

o Adaptation to changes

o Temporal orientation

o Social construction oftime

• Temporal horizon and society

• The notion oftime

o Cyclical time in school

o Instructional time

o Time for teaching

o Time for learning

o Managed time

o Administrative time

o Definition ofmanagement

o Management tasks

o Managerial to Ies

, Managing instructional time

o A process model

8



The Concent ofTiOlC

One experiences many changes but more importantly, temporal behaviour

depends on some ofthese changes. In society, one is able to synchronise activities with

series of changes. In society, man can represeot the changes to himself, orient himself

within them and even control them (Fraisse, 1968).

Adaptation to changes

Among the temporally significant changes people experience are the regular

movements of nature. For instance, the rotation of the earth, the phases of the moon,

and the seasons in the external environment. As the earth rotates, the sun is seeo to

change its position in the sky. People in the tropics see the rising and setting of the sun

so much SO that the recurrence of this phenomenon is taken for granted by many.

Ahhough, the experience of sunshine at the North Pole is quite different from that in the

tropics, such characteristic variations in sunshine are everywhere periodic. Just as

special attention is sometimes paid to the waxing and waning of the moon, movements

of the seasons are also recognised especially by pastoral communities. For example. the

coming of the rains, or the onset of winter or the hannattan occurs at regular intervals

(Goody, 1968).

Fraisse (1968) points out that, people too, experience changes within the hwnnn

organism He elaborates that some biological processes in the body are so recurrent.

For example, the feelings of hunger and satiation, of slumber and wakefulness, and of

hl:at and cold are all too common for anyone to deny. In short, these internal changes

are part of human experience.

Also temporally significant are the cycles of man'. activities. Prominern among
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recurrent social activities are those of the market place. Goody (1968) observes that the

LoDagaa, a primarily agricultural society ofNorthern Ghana designated a cyclic pattern

of market gatherings whereby market takes place in selected villages on selected days.

Like markets, major changes in man's life constitute the human cycle. Some societies

perform rituals and ceremonies termed 'rites of paS'age' to mark these turning points in

an individual's life. At each ofthese stages, new roles, new rights and new duties are

required. Accordingly, in some societies, baptism follows the birth of a child, marriage

rites celebrate the establishment ofan enduring sexual union while funeral ceremonies

follow man's death. In Ghana, funerals seem to be the most important of the life cycle

ceremonies. To date, they often take highly elabonlte forms with published obituaries

among people ofproperty and in the Case of those who have done the state some

service. This process is gradual and oftcn marked by a double funeral, the fIrst stage of

which is a burial service and the second, a kind of memorial. In many societies, one can

experience a host ofcycles of human activities relevant to man's temporal behaviour

(Goody, 1968; Sarpong, 1974).

Basically, the development oftemporal behaviour involves adaptations to

various aspects ofthe different changes in life. One of the most important periodic

changes to which one can adapt is the nychthemeral rhythm. Fraisse (1968:28) says:

The entire rhythm ofthe organism-the rhythm
ofalimentary activity, of sleep, of body temperature,
and ofall physiological functiOning-has a cycle of24
hours that persists for several weeks even if the animal
or the man's ecological conditions change.

In this sense, the recurrence ofsome biological processes follows a daily pattern

of sleep and waking. Moreover, these regular bodily movements continue to occur until

the external conditions in which they are experlenc ,.xl are removed. This means the
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periodic changes experienced in the physical envirOllOlcnt become endogenous, to use

Fraisse's tenninology, in their regularity. Further, SifIre (as cited in Fraisse, 1968)

showed the extent to which one can adapt to the 24-hour cycle. He experimented this

by living in a completely dark cave, isolated from the world and without any timepiece.

However, during the 58 days, he had 57 periods of sleep and waking. Thus the

biological rhythm ofhis organism had adapted highly to the 24-hour cycle before the

said experiment.

Fraisse (1968) observes that the cycles of man's activity also condition his

behaviour. But the periodic markets, in particular. illustrate all the more the issue of

man's adaptation to cycles of human activity. On a market day, people come from

various places not only for the local trade but also for the opportunity of meeting

together, so that disputes can be settled, marriages arranged, and leisure enjoyed. The

market, then serves as the situation with which "other short-range activities" are

synchronised (Goody, 1968:34).

Man's adaptation to the human cycle can also be seen in the selection of funeral

days. For example, in Ghana, Saturdays have been added to the traditional days for

funerals, i.e., Mondays and Thursdays, because workers in the formal sector of the

economy will be free to attend the ceremony On such days. It must be noted that when

the date for the funeral is certain, members of the d<:eeased's family and other people

who wish to attend prepare for it (Sarpong, 1974).
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TCUWOraJ orientation

When people experience many changes simultaneously, the periodic changes

among them serve as points ofreference by means of which the others can he located.

Three kinds of periodic change serve as these relerence points. namely the periodic

changes in nature, the regular internal changes in human organism, and conventional

points. First, the regularity of movements in nature, say the solar day, gives points with

which one can synchronise activitics. The daily rotation of the earth provides a basis

lor a series of repetitive units suitable for calculating the passage of time. From this,

some division ofthe day is made according to the position of the sun in the sky and time

reckoning by the movement of sunlight and shadow. More so, the division of human

life into light and darkness often provides a symbolic framework for many other social

ac'jvities. Night is generally seen as linked with evil, illicit behaviour, and fur thieving.

To daytime belong productive activities (Goody, 1968).

Second, man frequently makes use of the regular internal movements of his

organism. This rhythmic activity turns human organism into a regular clock serving as

the point of reference by which people can orientth,mselves to the time of day. A ease

in point is Siffre's 58 days in the cavern. Whereas he had 57 periods of sleep and

wakefulness during that period, he estimated the duration at 33 days. Thus his biological

clock. was more accurate than his estimates.

Third, man also learns In employ conventional points of reference, such as

clocks and calendars. In any case, the temporal principle is the same: to make the

eKperieoce ofchange correspond In the phases of the periodic change that serves as a

system ofreterence (Fraisse, 1968). Meanwhile, in a somewhat detailed historical



accowrt of time measurement, Goody (1968) points Ollt that although the reckoning of

days, months, and years occurs universally, such unils are not necessarily organised into

an interlocking series, with one unit representing a specific fraction (or multiple I of

another. In other words such units may constitute a set of discontinuous time

indications.

Social construction of time

The belief that experience and conception of time derives from society, fmds

certain acknowledgement in some works on temporality. According to one writer,

"This 'social imaginary' is the means through which social reality is made. It is the

source of all change in society ... nothing is the same until it is instituted as such"

(Light, 1997:4). For him, the very ability to "imagine realities" enables the creation of

ideas through which the social world can be made and changed.

The theory of the imaginary affirms that humans create their world. People

come together by instituting themselves into groups by imagining the idea of the

coUectivily. People can also share many ideas through the powerfully creative

imagination by making meaningful connections among signs, actions and objects and

thereby enabling conununication with, and response to the ideas of others. From this

perspective, it is only when the experience of change is actively applied, using the

imagination, through social interaction, does the experience and conception of

temporality take on any meaning. Seeking to explain how the notion of time is

construcled, this theory underlines the point that the concept of time is a human

invention, an agreed upon convention engendered through collective imagination

CL_l997).
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Temporal horizon and society

In somewhat extreme cases. time is not explicitly conceived in definable terms

yet tile related experience oftemporality rnay be indicated in some cultural trait.

Writing oftile Nuer oftbe Southern Sudan. Evans-Pritchard (cited in Goody. 1968:31)

states that, for tIlem. time 'is not a separate idea but an integral part of social activities

and ofecological and meteorological phenomena". Bohannan describes (in Goody.

1968:31) a similar thinking ahouttime among the Ti" of Northem Nigeria: "Time is

implicit in Tiv thought and speech. but it is not a calogO')' of it.'

Considering the world views held by different cultures. it is clear that time can

be subject to strikingly different notions. Moreover. temporal attitudes can voar, Wldel).

from society to society (Lewis. 1995: Light. 1997). rime can be understood a.< a eye Ie.

a recurrent series of occurrences. Cyclical time is s,'en as largely repetitive and

comparable to the "ebb and flow of the ocean." or the rising sun in the tropics (Goody.

1968:31). This circular representation of time is predominant among Asians. The

Asian sees time as passing and "coming round again in a circle wherc thc same

opportunities will re-present themselves-and when he is so many days. weeks or months

wiser" (Lewis. 1996:77). For this reason. the Thai attitude to time like nl"st Asians. can

be described as "a pool that you gradually walk arolmd." Accordingly. business

decisions in Asia are marked by considerable rellection. For most of them. instead of

rack1ing problems immediately in a sequential fashion. they circle round them tor a few

days-even weeks-before conunitting themselves. Hence, after a period of rellection.

certain options may seem worthy of pursuing and others quietly dropped.

Another commonly held view of time is the linear concept. According to
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Gluckman (in Goody. 1968:35) when time acquires a linear character. it is no longer

construed as largely repetitive but "seen as flowing in a single line". Time, in this

frame. begins at a point and moves irreversibly to a different point: then years pass

irretrievably, never to return; then time accumulates and no longer just ebbs and flows.

The linear concept is characteristic of Western cultures. For example, for an American,

time flows fast. and past time is 'dead' time in that time that has passed without

decision or action is seen as 'wasted' time. With respect to business, Westerners

usually expect "decisions to be made quickly and current deals to be treated on present

merit, irrespective of the past", unlike their Eastern counterparts, for whom, the past

formulates the contextual background of the present decision (Lewis, 1995:87; 1996:77).

From a different perspective. time is a commodity, and therefore an important

factor in human activity, Among some Westerners, time is a scarce commodity or

resource that can be managed towards desired outcomes. In countries where this notion

is applied, time is clock-related, calendar-related and segmented in an abstract manner

for measurement and disposal. For example. the rationing of time is a common practice

among Germans who see the compartmentalisation of programmes, schedules,

procedures and prOduction as the surest route to efficiency. With much errphasis on this

idea, Hargreaves writes (in Cambone, 1994:3) regarding time in schools, that technical

rational time "is a finite resource or means which can be increased, decreased, managed,

manipulated, organized, Or reorganized in order to accommodate selected educational

purposes", Once the desired ends of an activity ha"e heen determined, the means and

for that matter the time for reaching those ends can be designed scientifically and

administered rationally,
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Contrarily, the Latin and Arab cultures relate 1ime to personality and event and

view it as "'a subjective commodity which can be manipulated, moulded, stretched or

even dispensed with irrespective of what the clock says"(Lewis, 1995:88). Time as a

subjective commodity may be described as lived time "where it hIlS an inner duration

which varies from person to person" (Cambone, 1994:4). For an economics teacher, it

can be that experience oftime that makes a 60-minute invigilation of a class test longer

than a class of the same clock duration spent teaching compUlations of price elasticities.

Social construction of time is intimately connected with the work people do.

The process ofhuman activity may consist in a variety of concurrent, or consecutive

tasks. Two important temporal notions represented in terms of human activity are the

monochronic and polychronic time frames. Those who work within a monochromic

time frame tend to arrange their activities in a linear fashion. These 'linear-active'

people prefer to do one thing at a time, concentrate on it and complete it within a

scheduled timescale. They are hardly sensitive to context, although they emphasise

schedules and procedures. Hall states (in CamOOne. 1994) that such time frames

characterised Westemcultures, IMge organisations, and males. Generally, American

culture demands a linear-active behaviour of a manager so as to be efficient.

A polychronic time frame contrasts with the monochronic. Also termed 'multi

active', people using the polychronie frame engage in several activities at once. They

emphasise completion oftasks, have a high sensitivity to context and an orientation to

relationships with people, In their order of things, priority is given to the relative

significance and enjoyment ofeach meeting rather than to the sequence ofevents in a

diary, Moreover, they are not interested in schedules nor punctuality (Lewis, 1995).
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Polychronic time frames are common in smaller organisations, Latin and Amerindian

cultures, and among women. Hence, Spaniards and Arabs will ignore the passing of

clock time if it means that conversations are left unfmished, for the reason that

completion ofhuman transaction matters more than the exact time it takes place. In

Spain, as one writer reported, "punctuality simply messes up schedules," and what a

lovely echo ofan attitude described among Ghanaians as ' African time'. These are

people who consider their own sense oftime to take precedence over man-made and

clock-related appointments.

But such general ideas about time are not always used independent ofone

another because people experience some events of their lives and the succession of the

seasons in terms of both cyclical and linear concepts (Goody, 1968). For instance, the

calculation ofa person's age, though associated with linear time, is linked to a calendar

based primarily on daily and annual cycles.

The notion of time

Within the long history of thinking about time, the ideas suggested highlighted

various aspects of temporality. Fraisse (\ 968) asserts that the psycho logy 0 f time began

with Kant. Even though earlier philosophical considerations had not questioned the

reality oftime, its essential nature had been disputed. In Plato's theory of mental forms

(in Light, 1997), eternity was the perfect form known by only the mind. For Plato, time

was the image ofeternity moving through the world. Time made all things corrupt

meaning that the physical images ofeternal truths underwent decay in time. Therefore,

time was a v~hicle for deforming eternity and thereby existed only as a debased

instantiation ofthe forms ofeternity. The theory implied the existence of both reality in
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some perfi:ct fuoo and the mind.

However, 51. Augustine construed time differently from Plato. According to

Augustine (in Light, 1997) the source of all time was God. who existed before time

began and would after it ended. He also believed (as in Hawking, 1990) that time had

no meaning before the beginning of the universe because time was a property of the

universe God created, and it did not exist before the beginning ofthe universe.

When Kant declared that the notion of time was imposed on man by the activity

of the mind, he suggested also that as one of the forms ofhurnan sensibility. reality is

understood in tenns ofthe idea of time. Developing Kant's view that the basic

categories of the understanding existed in the mind. Durkheim (in Goody. 1968) argued

that the categories were not arrived at only through the operations of the mind but were

social constructions. Thus Durkheim saw time not only as man-made but also as a

social convention. Explaining the source of the idea of time in this way throws some

light on the variety of cultural understandings of time.

Some thinkers on their part, departed from the psycho-social considerations of

time and rather paid attention to the physics of time. On the measurement of time. both

Aristotle and Newton (in Hawking, 1990) believed in absolute time: that or" could

unambiguously measure the interval of time between two events, and that the time

would be the same whoever measured it. provided Ihey used a good clock. Time. in this

view. was completely separate from, and independent of space.
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In ,-pile of that, some experiments in physics showed that the norion of absolute

time did not work at all in some situations. Using a pair ofvery accurate clocks

mounted at the top and bottom of a water tower, scientists found that the clock at the

bottom, which was nearer the earth, ran slower. This leads to the relativity of time: that

each observer must have his own measure of time, as recorded by a clock with him, and

that identical clocks carried by different observers would not necessarily agree

(Hawking, 1990).

Some functionalist ideas were also expresscd about time. Zerubavcl (quoted in

Cambone, 1994:5) said, "Time functions as one of the major dimensions of social

organisation along which involvement, commitment, and accessibility are defined and

regulated in modern society." Whether time is created by God, or a human invention,

whether its measure is dependent, or independent of an observer, it undoubtedly refers

to a system ofoccurrences to which other occurrences are referred. In this sense, time is

a series of regular changes with which one can recognise. synchronise, effect, and

measure other changes. It is a notion ofa system that structures thinking and life in

society.

Time for Teachers

Time is a concept that is constructed to a large extent by the people who live that

time. SpecifICally, each social set-up, say, a fiunily or a profession has its own way of

seeing time. Teacher time is not just time that is scheduled for them in that, externally

imposed schedules often impede teacher participation in school work (Carnbone, 1994;

Fraise, 1968). With a deep understanding of the muhiple meanings of time for teachers,
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one may be in a better position to assist teachers take an active role in their schools

because people use time to structure their lives.

Cyclical time in school

Concerning the sociology of time, principal among the points of Zerubavel (in

Cambone, 1994:6) is that "the structure of sociological time is cyclic". The

characteristics ofthese sociotemporal cycles are important for a clear understanding of

time in schools. A key characteristic of sociotemporal cycles is that they have structure,

marked by beginnings, middles, and endings, each with ,orne sort of routine and ritual.

In schools, the day begins and ends in particular ways, with both students and teachers

performing quite specific tasks. Thus teaching periods have their structure as do

semesters, and full school years.

As for the actual cycles in schools, Connolly and Clandinin (in Cambone. 1994)

identified ten: annua~ holiday, monthly, weekly, six-day, duty, day, teacher, report, and

within-class eycles. To these can be added the most grand cycles that mark the end of

for instance, primary school, and secondary education. According to them, each varied

in duration, sequence, temporal location, and rate ofoccurrence. The cycles also

differed for participants in school life. For instance, an administrator is most likely to

deal with monthly cycles because of monthly reports. Similarly, the daily cycle of

schools may differ for students, teachers and administrators with each keeping

schedules different from the other.

These educotemporal cycles overlap, and many different cycles run

concurrently. AnnuaL semester, monthly, weekly, and daily cycles all overlap in the
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life ofa school, and the overlapping may vary by the job that one has. An

administrator's cycles may overlap in ways that are quite different from that ofa teacher

whose cycles arc quite different from the students' cycles. The varying and overlapping

structures lead to a strong sense of regularity and of cultural rhythm in schools.

To understand teacher time in school, it is important to understand that school

life is deeply cyclical. Class periods repeat until they become days, which become

weeks, semesters, and years. The cycles are characterised in ways that help to defmc

school culture. People in school derive meaning from the way time is structured and

used and they come to rely on its rcgularity and predictability.

!Jlstrnctiona] time

The concept of instructional time, also termed curricular time, is a complex one

because apart from having various meanings, it deals with the way time is allocated, by

whom, and the way the time is used for instruction. In a centra1ised system of

education.. where curricular time is prescribed by curriculum developers who work

outside the actual teaching situation. this is the time teachers need to teach learners. For

example. in Ghana the Ministry ofEducation (M.O.E.) (1990) stipulates seven period a

week to be used at the SSS level, in teaching the subject accounting. Declaring support

for such administrative measures, the Commonwealth Secretariat (1993: 15) insists,

timetablers ensure that "the time allotments prescribed by the Ministry of Education are

adhered to." From experience, the researcher observed that a 40-minute teaching period,

an eight-periOd day, and a five-day week with each covering 40 periods a week was the

common pattern used in schools where he taught. This shows that the amount of time

scheduled for teaching, say, accounting, in SOme Ghanaian secondary schools is decided
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Ben-Peretz (in Carobone, 1994:8) represents curricular time as distinct from

planning time, per se, and rather construes it as a version of Berliner's allocated time:

the time scheduled for the learning activity, measured usually in minutes per day, or

hours a week or year. A curriculum guide may suggest that a particular topic be taught

in a 45-minute period, for instance, with \5 minutes spent on wanning up activity, 20

minutes on presentation and 10 on review. In this way, Carobone says, "the conception

of the curriculum is far removed from its execution". Teachers here may havc no

control over how much time they can spend on certain topics since such time is created

through administrative means.

For teachers who have the freedom to design their own curriculum, curricular

time can be construed as the time it takes to conceive, research, and plan units or

lessons. Teachers crafting their own curricular time may need to pilot and revise their

planned lessons in instructional settings. Muncey and McQuillan (in Cambone. 1994)

note this state ofaffuirs, and for them such curricular time is often outside the teaching

day or week. In this sense. it is the time for planning, development, and teaching

combined.

Time for teaching

Teaching time is the actual doing of instruction, a different way ofconstructing

instructional time. Lockheed and Verpoor (quoted in Koomson et ai, 1999:34) share

this view about instructional time as "any interaction between teacher and pupils inside

or outside the classroom where either the teacher is teaching or the pupils are doing

something related to a given subject at a given time or both". Thus it comprises the
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hours teachers spend in their classrooms, labs, studios and workshops trying to engage

students in learning. But one needs, at this point, to take caution from the lack of

consensus, among educators, on what constitutes the tasks of teaching. Some teachers

would differ with those who consider teaching time to be the equivalent of instructional

minutes. They may say, for instance, that the time spent interacting with students about

their social and emotional growth is as much the task of teaching as teaching

mathematics, science, or reading. It can be seen that teaching time is construed

differently by different teachers even when they have the same amount of minutes to

use.

TIme for lcarning

Teachers need time to understand new concepts. leam new skills, and to develop

new attitudes. But learning new ideas or ways of working is largely a volitional activity

for adults who fur that matter can avail themselves of new situations or ideas, or

willfully avoid them. More crucial to adult learning is the point that the adult is not

always easily induced to engage with new ideas.

In trying to understand adult learning of new concepts, Cambone (1994) finds

Berliner's concepts ofallocated time, engaged time, perseverance, and pace as

particularly useful even though the ideas are meant to explain how children learn in the

classroom Cambone divides the time fur adult learning into two ways: first, the time

allotted for the purpose of learning, say, in the form of a workshop, an in-service or

even a course; and second, time used by a person to experience and digest new ideas or

ways of working.

Regarding time allotted for adult learning, it is unclear how individuals will
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time, the amount oftime a participant actually attends to the learning presented, is a

difficult thing to engender in teachers attending schoolwide in-service. More so, when

teachers use brief periods of time released from their regular work., it may be very hard

for them to focus on complex ideas.

Berliner (in Cambone, 1994:1) defIDes perseverance as "the amount of time

someone is willing to spend on the task", and pace. as "the amount ofcontent covered

in a given time period". Taking a look at teacher learning in terms of these issues of

time can be very insightful. For instance, it is hard work learning the skills of conflict

resolution and consensus building, but how many teachers are so willing to persevere at

that learning? Furthermore, using the concept of pace of learning, it may be easy for

one to see learning time for teachers in terms of a developmental process. Closely

related to the developmental learning process is the phrase "buy-in" which refers to the

process of first, corning to understand the new concepts presented, to next wondering

how they differ from past suggestions, to weighing them against one's own values and

experiences, to waiting for some observed results from applying the new ideas, to

testing some ideas for oneself, and then to giving one's support, however limited, to

learning more and trying things out for oneself. It can be seen that buying-in to an idea

is not a purely intellectual process but a social and emotional one as well. One can also

understand that teachers need time in copious amounts to encounter different ideas,

reflect upon them, test them, and experiment with them in practice.

Since teachers need a considerable amount oftime for learning, allocating time

for teacher learning may not be effective when it is integrated with teaching time and
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experimentation., Wld deep discussion.

Managed time

In a typical school day, multiple time constructs are applied by the teacher. A

teacher deals with teaching time, fmds time to grade papers, make photocopies of

materials while arranging for transport, or to seek medical attention for a student. The

tcachcr is on the move, both physically and intcllcctually, shifting his attention from

task to task, trying to give each the kind oftime it needs. In this complex of time

demands is that for managing instructional time.

Managed time is what usually comes to mind when one thinks of teacher time at

all. According to Carnbone (1994), during the workday, everyone participates in some

fonn of managed time-either as the manager or the managed. Teachers may engage in

managing time to do preparation, staff meetings, and a host of other jobs, all outside

their teaching time and within a school schedule managed by someone else. The time

managed by a teacher is that for which they are responsible for deciding on, for

instance, its use, duration, or location. The teacher may be constrained when it comes

to his managed time because as in the words of Cambone, the daily, weekly, semester.

and yearly cycles of school time are decided by others and not managed by teachers.

This means, the time teachers can manage for themselves depends on what schedules

operate in the school. So, if a teacher is not scheduled to teach from 7:30 a.m. to 10:30

a.m. on a school day, the teacher cannot decide to teach then. The reason is that so

many overlapping schedules of students, teachers and administrators must be

coordinated to eslablishorder and purpose in the school.



Administratiye time

In their densely packed worklives. some teachers pertorm administrative duties

in the school. The tasks that seem to surface most utten throughout the literature arc

management meetings and co-planning periods for teachers. Some headteachers who

involve teachers in the administration of their schools engage them in the work of

"committees on academic. examinations, health and sanitation. sports and culture.

gUidance and counselling and disciplinary matters." Also. schools hold regulnr stutl

meetings "to plan the term's work. discuss administrative directives. strengthen

tcaching methods... and review the term's work" (Atakpa and Ankomah. 1998:3).

When teacher time is taken to do sorne administrative work. it aflects their

teaching time. As long as the tasks they must accomplish as teachers remain the same.

and the school schedules remain the same. teachers will not lind adequate

administrative time.

The Management Process

As some authors have noted, the use of instructional time, among other thin~s.

in the teaching and learning process, requires effective school management to provide

the conditions necessary for quality student achievement and performance. This makes

it very important to examine some issues of time and management in school.

Definition ofManagement

There are several defmitioDS of the term management (Mordedzi. 1999; Owusu.

1999). Broadly speaking, Stewart (in Marfo·Yiadom. 1998: 2) says. it involves

"Deciding what shuuld be done and then getting other people to do it". In elOll! terms.
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the definition emphasises the clement ofdecision making and suggests the existence of

standards towards which people work. Put another way, Mordedzi says, "Management

is the process of setting goals through the ten management functions by making

effective use ofhuman, financial, and material resources in a changing environment"

(p.100). This way, it comes to mind that many other functions, beside decision making,

are performed when managing resources. Other elements in this defmition include

setting targets for achievement and operating in a changing environment. 'lbe manager

does not only work with people but deals with several other factors such as money,

materials, information and time. Hence, Owusu says, "Funds must be utilized to

achieve the highest possible returns. Staff time, particularly the time of your junior

staff, must be monitored and effectively used" (p.126). And thus management involves

dealing with a variety of resources in a variety of ways for a variety of purposes.

~gementtasks

Having agreed on the idea ofmanagement as concerning resources, tasks, and

goals, some views make the issue of managerial tasks very prominent. Along such a

line ofthinking, "A manager is a man who gets things done by working with people and

other resources in order to reach an objective" (Marfo-Yiadom, 1998:2). If

management consists ofa series ofactions towards a goal then it is a process, better

described as a social process. It is a social process because the actions are primarily

concerned with relations between people. These activities and tasks include the

following:

Planning: choosing the purpose and objectives of the
organisation and selecting the means to achieve them.



Decision-making: undc:ntandmE and aruIY"""F prohl<m.- and
developing and choosi"@ among altemall\'e .....,Iut)(ln~
Dircctms (or commanding): exercunntz (cnlT:ll 8uthon'~. IlI\1n~

instructions to subordinates to can;.. out task~. ~ll'dtn~ and

supervising subordinatcs.
Organising: establishing a tramework ""Ihm whICh dul .." are
10 be performed.
Co-<>rdinating: making sure that alllU"uP' and per"",s work
effectively and economically. in harmom towards the common
objectives of the organisation
Stalfmg: identifying human resource needs and tilhng the
organisational structure and keeping It tilled with competent peopk
Communication (or Reporting): conveym~ to employet:s techmctll
knowledge. instructions. rules and information required to ~ct

the job done.
Motivation: urging mdividuals to putSu,' coll«:II\" ohj«:"",
by satisfying needs and meeting ex-pectatlons with meaningful
work and valued rewards.
Leading: acting as inspiring leaders by ~~nUl~ as role models
and adapting managerial ~1yles III the dt'lrumJ~ of the situat Ion

Controlling (or Budgeting): scning standards. measuring
performance and correcting undesirable; devi.,. ions
(Mordedzi, 1999: 100).

Managsrial roles

Using a different approach. MinlLberg (in Marto- Yiadom. 1998) analyses

the process of management in tenns of the idea of managerial roles. He identitied ten

roles he considered the basic functions of a top Manage,'s job. and classilied them

lUlder interpersonal, infonnational. and decisional ,oles. First. amonF the interpersonal

roles, a manager perfonns the role ofa figurehead whereby On<: serves as a symbol ofan

organisation. As a figurehead, one also acts on behalfof the organisation represented.

in official and legal mancrs. The manag.r again pcrfonns a leadership role lIS someone

with overall responsibility lor the organisation. The last interpersonal role is that of a

liaison who acts as a point ofcontact for linking various functions and people.

Second, under infonnational roles, a llIIIJUIger can be a monitor, receiving and
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collecting infonna1ion about the organisation. The manager can also be a spokesman

providing information about the organisation to outsiders. In addition, the manager can

be a disseminator, spreading infurmation within the organisation.

In a decision-making role, a manager may act as an entrepreneur, exploiting new

opportunities and introducing change. Furthermore, one may be a disturbance handler,

taking measures to deal with unexpected challenges. Apart from these, a manager can

be a resource allocator to decide how the resources of an organisation are to be used.

The manager's final role, as a decision-maker, is the negotiator role, entering into

negotiations, to bargain with people on behalfofthe organisation.

These roles described by Mintzberg may not apply to other managerial

positions. This is because the job description which indicates the tasks and

responsibilities for a position may differ from one manager to another. In practice, a

middle-level manager may not perform some duties of top management.

Marfo-Yiadom (1998:8) defined the concept of role as "an organized sel of

observable behaviours that are attributed to a specitic office Or position". A role in this

sense, rather limits a set of related activities to a particular, identifIable job or work

situation. Relating management functions in this way to a specified Job raises the issue

ofskills needed for one to do a particular job. This is to say that perfurming a

managerial role is to skilfully carry out some managerial functions expected ofa given

position.

Managing instructional time

Like any other resource, the amount ofavailable instructional time per se does

not bring about expected quality school achievement. It is the use to which school



people put such time that matters when the issue of reaching school goals comes up.

Talking about the use oftime and the job ofa school hend. the Commonwealth

Secretariat (1993:29) points out that "Before you can manage your time efficiently. you

should first know and thoroughly understand the tasks you are expected to perform".

That is, you should be clear about what you are expected to do in connection with your

job. You should have no doubts about what exactly your duties are. It is necessary to

add here that to manage time very well. one is expected to perform time management

tasks among others. In this direction. Atakpa and Ankomah (J 998) identitied some

activities undertaken in the management of instructional time. These included keeping

staff and students attendance records, planning lessons, vetting lesson notes. checking

the roll for classes, checking teacher and student work output, and control of social

events that tend to disrupt school work.

Severa! purposes may be served if time allocated for instruction in specific

subjects, is managed properly. Research found that, in cffectively managed Ghanaian

schools, "the roll is checked for all classes during assembly to check lateness and

absenteeism" (Atakpa and Ankomah, 1998:5). This means, some time management

functions arc performed in schools to ensure punctuality and regularity in school

attendance. The research also found that some schools adopted strategies "to control

social events that tend to disrupt school work". To ensUre that school people use their

time in school without interruption is to guarantee completion of instructional tasks.

This suggests that time management serves to promote task completion (Yankah, 1992).

Besides, with lessons planned well ahead of instruction, teachers will be able to prepare

adequately for their lessons and thus they may saw time during instructions.

Saving time may be misunderstood by people who are expected to manage their
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time. Far from just allowing time to pass Wlused, to save time, one has to engage in

expected tasks and get things done quicker than expected. Very relevant to the saving of

time is the issue ofeliminating time wasters. There are mnny people and situations thnt

can prevent one from doing what is expected. These are lhe time wasters and

essentially, they consist in the uses of time. For examplc, lack of planning can be as

much a waste oftime as unnecessary meetings (Seidler. 2001; Bonde. 2001).

Some guidelines for managing time can be applied to a wide variety of situations

in which the use oftime is crucial and it is worthwhile to pay attention, however, hrieC

to some of these, To enable school heads eliminate time wasters, the Commonwealth

Secretariat (1993:32) suggests the following steps among others:

• Setting goals and sticking by them

• Reading selectively

• Taking time to plan

• Differentiating between urgent and important tasks

• Putting ftrst things fIrst

• Taking time to do a task to avoid having to do it again.

• Staying wllnvolved with all but the essentials

• Not planning or attending unnecessary meetings

• Screening visitors

• Learning to say no

Since these measures can impact positively on the management of instructional time it

is necessary to have a look al some of them in more detail in order to enhance

Wlderstanding of how to manage time effectively.



Anything that needs to be done, needs time for it 10 be done well. One can,

therefore, agree with the Commonwealth Secretarial (1993:31) on the observation that,

"Efficient time management is a process that takes time". In the school, it takes time for

a teacher to plan lessons, check student attendance, and grade student work. Teachers

must, therefore, find adequate and suitable time to perform any time management

function that is expected ofthem

In the brisk tempo ofa regular school day, a teacher may hardly find time to

manage the allotted instructional time. This suggests that the appropriate time for many

a time management task may lie outside the regular school day, or week. But it is

common for time outside school to be bedevilled by numerous time wasters as some

people may have experienced. This situation points to the need to distinguish between

urgent and important tasks to fucilitate the setting of priorities. One teacher wrote that,

"An important task is one that involves matters of great significance, especially those

concerning children and their learning. An urgent task is one that demands prompt

action. These can include the checking of equipment for your next lesson" (Lawson,

1992:2). Some actions such as safety matters are both urgent and important but most

actions are one or the other whereas some activities are neither urgent nor important.

When things do not seem urgent, it is tempting to put them off, so one bas to make sure

that an understanding ofwhat is important is not clouded by a sense ofurgency (Bonde,

2001).

Conceptual Framework

From the furegoing, management ofinstruetional time can be conceptualised as

a process involving a set of interrelated functions which can be diVided into the



fullowing four categories:

• Planning

• Organising

• Directing

• Controlling

An analysis ofteacher behaviours in terms of these concepts can enhance the

identification ofthe management tasks ofteachers, and hence the computations of

related time frames.

Figure I is a diagram representing the process ofmanaging instructional time:

Figure 1

Monaging In:¢DICtiQnaI Tjmer A Process Model

Planning

Directing

Organising

Controlling
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Planning the use of instructional time involves deciding in advance on, for

example, what to teach, and how to teach it within a given period oftime. In doing this.

teachers have to understand and analyse problems and choose among alternative

solutions.

Organising time for instruction requires a time framework for teaching. A

timetable or calendar ofwork has to be prepared for the various activities in the school.

Here various resources, such as, teacher, classroom and time are brought together to

ensure economy in the use ofthe resources. Every minute of the instructional time

available should be used properly with other resources to achieve stated instructional

objectives.

Directing refers to exercising influence on other people in the school situation

for them to use resources well. The influence may take the form ofgiving out clear and

enforceable instructions for carrying out tasks. People may also be influenced by the

examples ofothers. For instance, a teacher's punctuality in class can make students to

desist from lateness to class.

In controlling the use oftime, setting of standards for performance is important.

In addition, actual performance has to be measured to find out if it meets standards so

that undesirable deviations would be corrected. "Control in this sense does not imply

domination but raIher the reduction of inefficient and wayward behaviour" (Thompson.

1969:42). With respect to time, deadlines should be fixed for activities and measures

taken to assist people to work within the deadlines.
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To sum up. one may say that people experience many changes in life, such as

the rising of the sun and local markets, on which human tcmporal behaviour in socicty

depends. [n many situations. people apply various ideas about time including the

cyclical notion which is seen as repetitive. In contrast, operating with a linear frame of

time involves seeing time as flowing irreversibly in a single line. Meanwhile, since

each social framework has its own way ofseeing time, teachers too have several

understandings of time. For teachers in school, apart from allotted instruetionaltime,

there is their managed time, over which they may have considerable control to decide

on how to use it. More importantly, some writers view the management process as a set

of related activities and tasks which, in simple terms. include planning, organising,

directing and controlling. Concerning the management of instructional time one

principal point is that efficient time management is a process that requires sutlicient

time.



CHAPTER THREL:

METHODOLOGY

Overview

After spelling out the research design, this chapter states the characteristics of

the population for the study, and the various parts of the instruments used. Then, it

gives a stepwise description of the process of data collection and analysis. The chapter

ends with a list ofdifficulties encountered in data collection. The following are the

main aspects of the study which the chapter describes in detail:

• Research Design

• Population

• Research Instruments

• Data Collection Procedure

• Data Analysis

• Limitation ofStudy

Research Design

As the study sought to ascertain the role of secondary school teachers in

managing instructional time, it was designed to survey what teachers do in their school

days. Data for the survey was therefore collected from respondents using a checklist

and the diary method with a "yesterday interview". The strength of the diary method

with a "yesterday interview" was its ability to provide data on what exactly teachers did

within a given time period. However, the main drawback of using the dairy method was

that it was time-consuming (Converse 1968; Sarantakos, 1993). The use of these two
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methods was intended to fucilitate accurate descript ions and classification ofactivities

teachers engaged in. Designed this way, the study was qualitative and was expected to

provide information basically useful for an in-depth descriptive analysis of teacher role.

Population

The population targeted for the study consisted ofteachers in four junior

secondary schools and two senior secondary schools located in Kete-Krachi. The

population had the following characteristics:

(i) members of the population had received initial teacher training:

(ii) teaching was the main school duty of teachers who participated in the study.

Since there were 72 teachers in the schools selected, all the teachers were targeted for

data collection. According to Kreicie and Morgan (1970:608) for a smaller population.

say, "N=IOO or fewer," there is little point in sampling. Thus in this census survey, an

attempt was made to reach all the accessible teachers in the target schools.

Research Instruments

The instruments used included a 10-item checklist (Appendix B), a time diary

form (Appendices C and Dj, and an interview guide (Appendix El. Five items in the

checklist related to the respondent's biodata, school, duties and residential status. Other

items were designed to elicit information on distance of their residence from school as

well as their attitude towards the management oftime. In the time diary form, all the

hours ofthe 24-hour day were listed with corresponding spaces provided in such a way

that the respondents ofthe study could write down activities they carried out every
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twenty minutes till the end ofthe day. The interview guide listed three curricular

suggestions, one objective oftime management, and 24 teacher activities to serve as the

lOcus of interest during the interview.

In qualitative research. the ability to measure what is expected to be measured,

and to produce accurate results is very important (Opoku, 2000). A valid, credible or

authentic measure "produces true resuhs that reflect the true situation and conditions of

the environment it is supposed to study" (Sarantakos, 1998:78). One way to achieve

this methodological characteristic is to construct appropriate devices for data collection

and analysis. To ensure that items in the instruments were relevant to all aspects of the

research problem, and could elicit the desired data, first, opinions ofexperienced

researchers were solicited. Second, the instrument was pretested in the study area with

10 respondents selected at random.

On the basis ofthe evidence collected, some of the instruments were revised.

For example, during the pretesting, two respondents indicated they lived in school

bungalows. So this type ofresidence was added to the three options )isted earlier under

item 5 of the checklist. Similarly, some respondents pointed out that they were also

expected to assess students when teaching, and sign daily attendance book anytime they

reported at school For this reason, the duties ofcontinuous assessment and signing

attendance hook were listed as part of items 7 and 9 in the checklist. Moreover, some

respondents said it was DOt necessary to fill in the time analysis furm (Appendix 0)

becanse they provided the same information in the diary form. The time analysis form

therefore, was rather used by the researcher to tally activity durations for computing the

average time spent on tasks.



Data CollectiQn Proccdurc

With an intrQductory letter (see Appendix A) permissiQn was Qbtained frQm the

headmasters concerned fur data tQ be cQllected frQm teachers. Then the instrument was

administered in person by the researcher. TQ minimise respondent attritiQn thc

fQIIQwing steps were taken:

• The teachers contacted were thQroughly briefed Qn the purpose Qfthe study.

• The teachers were given identificatiQn numbers tQ assure them Qftheir

anonymity;

• Where respondents delayed in submitting their cQmpleted diary forms, the

researcher fullQwed up to their places Qf abode tQ recover the fQrms, and cQnduct

the interview.

The 24-hour time budgets were collected from 50 teachers available on six

Campuses, namely, Bunda JSS, Henkel Memorial JSS, JQhn Doeswijck JSS, Shehu

Umaru JSS, Kraebi Secondary SchoQ~ and Krachi Secondary Technical SchQQI.

Participants were given instructiQns tQ write dQwn their own log Qfactivities and

corresponding duratiQns in the fQrms prQvided. When a cQmpleted diary fQrm (time

budget) was collected, the investigatQr inunediately requested fQr clarification Qf the

entries made where necessary. As one must admit, the coding Qfthe activities, say, as

planning a meeting, or planning a lesson, was subjective and not subjected to statistical

measures of intercoder reliability. Nevertheless, "concordance ofjudllement" in CQding

was established by the respondents and researcher comparing entries in time budgets

lIIId refining them where necessary. For example, when a teacher entered "relaxing" in

the budget furm between the hours Qf3:00 p.rn. and 4:00 p.rn. and upon returning the
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Data Analysis

Descriptive stlllisticaltoois such as averages and percentages were used in

processing data collected. The activities in each timc budget were analysed into lour

activity groups, i.e., instructional management, non-instructional management.

instruction, and social (Appendix F). For the purposc of analysing tcachcr activity, U

social activity refers to any teacher activity which can not be conveniently classified

under instruction, instructional management or school management. When the

activities were classified the daily average duration for each activity c lass was

calculllled fur each respondent, fur each school, and fur the entire lP'Oup of respondents.

Also computed was the percentage of teachers who, in managing instructional timc,

spent an average lime (hours) in the following time ranges:O - 4; 4 - 8; 8'. Concerning

checklist and interview responses,the proportion of respondents who chose a particular

response was calculllled.

On the basis of the statistical measures, further analysis employed a theoretical

framework developed to give a detailed description of the pattern ofteachcr role that

emerged from the study. The usefulness ofsuch theoretical analysis ill presenting

research findings was highlighted by some writers. For instance, using Miles and

Huberman's view of the structure ofa conceptual franu:work, Sarantakos ( 1993: I06)

pointed out that a conceptual framework "also specifies outcomes of the study".

The Limitation oOha Study

The main diffICulty faced in collecting data was in connection with the

preparation oflime budgets. The 2001 Easter break interrupted data collection in the

ICbools visited. Because some teachers travelled during the holidays, some tinlC budget
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furms earmarked fur them were not completed. Moreover, some other teachers did not

complete SOme oftheir time budget fonns due to their engagement in school sports

outside the study area. Since some of these funns were not completed some

information that might have enriched the study was probably lost.

Summary

In conclusion, one can recall that, this census survey was designed to collect

information on the use ofschool time from teachers. The study used a checklist, a time

budget fonn, and a ''yesterday interview" guide. The population for the study consisted

of 50 teachers teaching in four junior secondary schools and two senior secondary

schools located in Kete-Krachi. A validated instrument was personally administered by

the researcher who took steps to reduce respondent attrition. In addition to descriptive

statistical measures, a theoretical framework was developed and employed to further

analyse teacher behaviour. The main limitation of the study was the probable loss of

some information due to non-completion ofsome time budget funns provided fur some

ofthe teachers who took part in the study.



CHAPTER FOUR

RESULTS OF THE STUDY

Overview

In this chapter, descriptive statistical tools such as averages and percentages are

used to process data collected. The activities in each time budget are analysed into four

activity groups and the average duration for each activity class is calculated for each

respondent, for each school, and for the entire group of respondents. Also computed is

the percentage of teachers who spent an average time (hours), on various adivities, in

the following time ranges: 0-4; 4-8; 8+. Concerning checklist WId interview responses,

the proportion of respondents who gave a particular response is calculated.

On the basis of the statistical measures, further analysis employs a theoretical

framework to give a detailed description ofthe pattern of teacher role that emerges from

the study. The chapter presents the results in a mWlner that corresponds to the specific

research questions. Consequently, fmdings herein relate to the follOWing:

• Management functions teachers perform in school.

• Tools teachers employ in managing instructional time

• Teacher willingness to perform management duties

• Teacher perception of time management

• Time taken to manage instructional time

• School time spent on administrative duties

• Patterns in the practice of managing instruction.

43
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Analysis Qf Preliminary D...l!llI

Out Qfthe 72 teachers targeted fQr the study, 59 were accessible but Qnly SO

respondents provided all the informatiQn solicited. Table I shows the distributiQn Qf

teachers targeted and respondents by schQQI.

Table I

StaffF.:;tahljsbment and Number QfResoondents by SchoQI

School StaffEstablishment Number ofRespondents

Bunda J.S.S. 10 7

Henkel Memorial J.S.S. 9 8

John Doeswijck J.S.S. 10 5

Shehu Umaru J.S.S. 5 2

Krachi Secondary School 20 12

Krachi Secondary Technical 18 16

Total 72 SO

As shown in Table I, majority ofthe respondents were teaching in the senior

secondary schools. In spite ofthis met, all the schools were adequately represented in

terms ofthe proportion ofteachers in each school who participated. For instance,

88.9% ofthe teachers in Krachi Secondary Technical School provided all the data

elicited and the same proportion did some in Henkel Memorial J.S.S.

MoltlOVet, the overall refusal rate of15.3% in relation to the accessible

population of 59, was acceptable vis-a-vis the recommended limits in time budget

research. In a discussion ofrefusal rates that did not call time budget data into question,

Converse (1968) says:
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whenever a diary or an outside observer is involved, a
burden is placed on the respondent which considerably
exceeds that ofa standard sample-survey interview.
Therefore, refusal rates mount from the normal insignificant
levels to heights that daunt the most experienced researcher.
... Although it has been shown possible in recent years to
approach a probability sample ofa cross-section population
with the 24-hour time budget task and keep refusal rates within
tolerable limits (20 per cent, for example), such success depends
on elaborately planned approaches and inducement (p.4S).

This means that it takes a lot ofeffort on the part of both respondents and researchers to

prepare and collect time budgets. On account of this, the level ofteacber participation

in this study is commendable since the study covered nearly 70% ofthe target

population.

On whether they had any teaching duties, all the respondents indicated that they

taught in one or more classes. Despite this, each teacher was assigned to teach in only

one school. At the J.8.8. level, 34% ofthe respondents taught in J.8.8. 1,42% taught in

J.8.8.2 with another 42% in J.8.8.3. In the senior secondary schools, 30% of

respondents taught in 8.8.8. 1,34% in 8.8.8.2 whereas 38% were assigned to teach

8.8.8.3. These responses indicate that dlU'ill8 the school day (week), teachers have

some amount oftime allocated to them for teaching specific subjects.

There were 46 males and four females who varied in their ages. Fifty-eight

percent ofthe respondents were ofages ranging from 21 to 30 years, and 22% were

between 31 and 40 years old. The smallest proportion (20%) ofthe respondents was

those aged above 40 yearll.

Apan from five respondents who were accommodated on the campuses of the

senior secondary schools, aU other respondents lived in town but each within a 3-mile

ndius oftheir school As many as 35 respondents were domiciled in rented premises.
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Besides. two respondents were in a guesthouse. and six respondents occupied their won

houses. Ahhough the respondents stayed within a walking distance to schoo~ the

predominance of rented aeconunodation suggests a dire need for suitable residential

accommodation for the teacher. This is because landlords may not have had the needs

ofteachers in mind when building their houses.

Analysis of the Main Data

An examination ofthe time budgets and completed checklists revealed that

teachers involved in the study engaged in a wid..variety ofactivities during the school

week. It was further revealed in the "yesterday interview" that the teachers varied in

their attitude towards time management.

Management Tasks ofTeachers

Generally, respondents were found to have enumerated several management

tasks in their activity log. Some of these activities were for the primary purpose 0 f

teaching school subjects such as mathematics, physics. economics. geography,

Ghanaian language, English, French, social studies, and vocational skills just to mention

these. Table 2 summarises these instructional management activities.
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Summary ofInslructional Management Activities of Teachers
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Management Function

planning

Organising

Directing

Controlling

Sample Tasks

o Library research for lessons

o Reading text books for lessons

o Prepare lessons notes

o Prepare homework exercises

o Reading through lesson notes

o Vetting teacher lesson notes

o Compiling student reading material

o ReVising texts for lessons

o Library research for students

o Gathering garden tools

o Distribution of garden tools

o Allocation of beds in garden

o Obtain soccer kit for P.E.

o Prepare exam hall

o Supervise campus cleaning

o Sign teacher attendance book

o Mark student attendance register

o Vetting teacher lesson notes

o Briefmg students on exam

o Prepare test items

o Vetting exam questions

o Prepare marking scheme

o Invigilate exam

o Mark tests/exam

o Record assessment scores
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Although these activities are by no means the entire catalogue ofteacher work,

they highlight the kind of tasks teachers often engage in for the purpose ofmanaging

instruction to ensure effective teaching and learning.

Quite apart from managing instruction, respondents indicated that they

undertook other school management activities. For example, some activities listed

show that respondents were involved in day-to-day administration of secondary schools,

to plan and hold meetings of school committees, religious groups and teacher

associations; to run sports, lDl1Sic, cuhuraI. and farming activities; and even to assist in

collecting school fees. Table 3 gives a summary of non-instructional management

activities that teachers carried out.
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Table 3

Summary ofNon-Instructional Management Activities ofTeachers

,
r,,

Management Function

Planning

Organising

Directing

Controlling

Sample Tasks

• Enquiries at Education Office

• General staff meeting

• Draft sports programme

• Sports committee meeting

• Meeting with student group

• School choir practice

• Arrange for sports equipment

• Arrange for refreshment ofteachers

• Prepare sports grounds

• OpenIclose classrooms/offices

• Meeting of teachers' union

• School worship

• Roll call of students

• Training sludent athletes

• Inspection ofcampus cleaning

• Officiating school sports

• Collect fees with bursar

• Supervise labourers on limn

• V isit sick teachers

• Disciplinary Committee meeting

• Administer studen1 punishment

• Monitor school sports

There is evidence (Table 3) that as par! ofschool work, teachers do a wide

variety ofjobs in addition to teaching. For example, as shown in Table 3, some teachers

contacted the District Education Office to collect (give) important information about
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their schools. Granted that some schools are located far away from the Education

Office, to maintain contact with the office may be a laborious business.

To detennine the number ofteachers who perfonned specific time management

duties, one item in the checklist was designed to elicit information on the duties

assigned to teachers for the purpose ofmanaging instruction. Table 4 presents the

responses teachers gave about time management duties assigned.

Table 4

Proportion ofIeachers Assigned Time Management Duties tn-50)

Management Duties Frequency Relative Frequency (%)

Prepare lesson notes 39 19

Vetting lesson notes 2 1

Mark attendance register 33 16

Sign teacher attendance hook 50 24

Studeut admissions 3 2

Committee member 16 8

House master 9 4

Time tabling 11 5
"

I Continuous assessmeut 42 21r
Total 205 100

As indicated in Table 4, all (50) respondents were officially required to sign the

daily attendance book whenever they reported at school. The relative frequency for that

duty was therefore 24%. Having noted that the teacher attendance books were

LIBRARY
UNI'lEIl.:;ITY Of CAPE COAS1
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periodically checked by headmasters. the data suggest a healthy practice ofensuring

regular teacher attendance at school However. it was quite surprising to find that some

of the respondents were not expected to prepare lesson notes, and continuous

lISIlCssment records. The relative frequency of respondents given the duties to prepare

lesson notes. and continuous assessment was 19% and 21 % respectively. The

explanation given during the "yesterday interview" was that some ofthe teachers

concerned were still undertaking their initial teacher training through sandwich courses

while a few others were non-professional graduate teachers on national service. 11 was

further noted that respondents who were not required to comply strictly with the lesson

preparation and assessment directives taught in only the senior secondary schools.

Time MAnagement TOQls Qfleachers

In an attempt to further understand the management activities of teachers. data

was collected with respect to teacher use ofselected time management tools. Teachers

were asked to indicate. in the checklist, which time management tools they used in

school The management tools listed, in response. included lessons notes. bells, drums.

watch and timetable. Table 5 presents findings about time management tools used by

respondents.
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Table 5

Prpportion ofTeocbers who Used Time Management Tools (n=50)

Management Tools Frequency Relative Frequency (%)

Lesson notes 40 17

Attendance register 46 19

BelllDrums 46 19

ClockIWatcb 43 18

Timetable 47 20

Diary 16 7

Total 238 100

From Table 5, it can be seen that 40 of the respondents said they used lesson

notes. This figure seems to confirm the finding, in Table 4, that 39 respondents were

assigned the duty to prepare lesson notes (see absolute frequency in Tables 4 and 5). It

implies that only those who were assigned lesson prcparation duties indicated that they

used lesson notes. The evidence (Table 5) shows that 19% of responses indicatcd that

teachers used student attendance register, a proportion greater than the 16% which

indicated those who marked class registers (see Table 4). Some respondents explained

that though they did not mark class registers. such records were used in, for instance,

preparing class lists to keep assessment records. Some teachers also used the registers

to call the roll during school projects in the afternoon.

Twin Willingness towards Mana"mcnt l>utips

To gauge how teachers felt towards management duties assigned, one item in the

cbecldist requeated respondents to indicate their Willingness to perfOrm a given



IDlIJIlIIlCI1ICnl task. 1be responses were coded as fullows:

• Most willing 7

• Vcry willing 6

• Willing 5

• Quite willing 4

• Uncenain 3

• Not willing 2

• No response

Responses concerning teacher willingness to perform management duties are presented

in Table 6.
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Table 6

meber Wjl!jngness to Perfonn Management Duties

Responses in Percentages (%)

Duties 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 Mean Rank

Prepare

Lesson notes 40 18 6 10 6 4 16 5.0 2

Mark register 26 24 22 10 8 10 5.1 I

Student

admissions 4 6 10 16 18 14 32 2.9 7

Committee

member 12 6 16 18 10 8 30 3.5 3

House

master 8 14 4 8 14 22 30 3.1 6

Time tabling 4 10 12 16 12 22 24 3.2 5

Continuous

assessment 6 14 16 8 14 10 32 3.3 4

The mean scores are: Most willing

Very Willing

Willing

Quite Willing

Uncertain

Not Willing

No response

6.1-7.0

5.1-6.0

4.1-5.0

3.1-4.0

2.1-3.0

1.1-2.0

0.1-1.0
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Forty percent ofthe respondents indicated that they were most willing to prepare

lesson notes, 6% said tbey were not certain while 4% were unwilling and 16% gave no

response about preparation oflesson notes. It can be seen that for lesson notes, the

responses ofmost willing, very willing, and willing added up to 64% and the related

weighted average computed from responses was 5.0. On the basis of the mean values

(Table 6), one can say that respondeuts were willing to engage in preparation oflesson

notes although they were very willing to mark student attendance registers. It must be

noted that whereas there was no response ofunwillingness about the marking of

registers, 10% ofthe respondents did not give any response about this duty.

From another perspective, further analysis of teacher willingness to perfonn

management tasks showed that some respondents were desirous ofusing time

management tools. For instance, 44 ofthe respondeuts in Table 7, said in their checklist

responses, that they wanted timetables to be operated in their schools all the time. One

reason many agreed on for this attitude was that the absence ofteaching timetable

disorganised and prevented some people from teaching.
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Table 7

Thnqhm' Relative Prelimml:e fur Various Time Management Tools (n=50)

Management Tools Frequency Relative Frequency (%)

Lesson notes 37 19.07

Student attendance register 35 18.04

BellslDrums 30 15.46

ClocklWatch 31 15.98

Timetable 44 22.68

Diary 17 8.76

Total 194 100

On the basis of the relative frequency in Table 7, one can see that after the

timetable, the next most preferred time management tool was lesson notes. Moreover,

since 37 ofthe respondents said they were always ready to use their lesson notes, it

seems that only those who prepared lesson notes were willing to use them (see absolute

frequency in Table 5).

I'3IC'n' Pgtxmtjpn ofTime MADPesmrnt

Furthermore, respondents expressed some opinions wilen indicating their

attitude towards management in school The "yesterday interview" sought teacher

pm:eption oftime management in tbeir respective schools particularly regarding

desirability ofstandardised lesson plans, feasibility ofsuggestions in syllabuses, and the

level ofteacher involvement in timetable compilation. DIJI'inB!be interview, teaebers
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also staled what, in their view, were the objectives of managing school time. Table 8

presents responses indicating teacher perception of time management.

All the respondents rejected the suggestion for thcm to use standardised lesson

plans. In explaining his firm position on this matter. one respondent said, "To have a

lesson plan prepared for me from Accra will not help any Kracbi student. You see, the

Accra people do not know Kracbi people". This interviewee seems to have spoken for

many others because many cited peculiar situation in a school as a critical filctor

warranting teacher preparation of lesson plans. As another reason, it was pointed out

that some questions asked in the final examinations of the West African Examinations

Council (WAEC) were not covered by the syllabuses. According to these respondents.

externally prepared plans did not readily respond to new trends in examinations.

Regardless oftbis evidence (Table 8) about standardised lesson plans,

respondents were divided on the official curriculum. Twenty-four percent of

respondents interviewed agreed with the suggestion for teachers to fullow exactly what

the syllabuses suggested. They gave the standard final examination by WAEC as their

reason. It was argued that since students were expected to write the same examination

nationwide, it was necessary for them to fullow the same programme of studies. On the

other band, 76% of respondents stood fur adaptation ofcurricular suggestions to school

situation. To justify their view, the adaptation group gave the same reasons of

examination trends, and varied school environments which they adduced to reject

centralised lesson planning.
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Table 8

Teacber Pen:eption ofTime Management (0=50)

Responses in Percentages (%)

Statement

Use centralised lesson planning

Use curriculum exactly as it is

Involve teachers in timetabling

Yes

24

76

No

100

76

24

It is encolU'8ging to note, from Table 8, that 76% of the respondents supported

teacher involvement in timetable compilation. They did SO on two main grounds: First.

by their involvement, teachers can draw attention to their non-teaching assignments to

forestall clashes in time schedules. Second, teachers can explain the nature of: for

instance, their practical lessons for the allocation of suitable time blocks.

When it came to objectives oftime management, four main views emerged from

responseli of interviewees. Many of them agreed that school time was managed for the

pwposes ofeffective teaching and Ieaming of selected subjects; development ofthe

taIenIs ofstudents aueb as fur sports, and music; creating student interest in

comrmmity affairs, and saving oftime fur social activities whicb included symposium,

daDCe 8Dd the like. For example, as presented in Table 9,68% ofrespondents were of

the view that one objective ofmanaging school time was to ensure effective teaching of

subjects.
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Proportion ofTeachers who Staled Time Management Objectives (n~50)

Objectives Number of Respondents Percentage ('Yo)

To teach school subjects 34 68

To develop talents ofstudents 38 76

To create student interest in community 37 74

To save time for social activity 37 74

Teacber Mapagement of Instructiona) Time

To collect information on how teachers spent time during a school day, the diary

fonns used provided spaces for all the hours of the 24-hour day SO that respondents

could write down activities they carried out every 20 minutes till the end of the day. In

that way, one could estimate the time spent on any activity listed in the time budget.

The time aoalysis involved first, the classification ofactivities in each time budget into

4 groups namely instructional management, non-instructional management, instruction,

and social Second, the daily average duration for each activity class was calculated for

each respondent, for each schoo\, and across aU respondents. Also computed was the

percentage of respondents whose daily average time (hours) for each activity group fell

within the folloWing time ranges: 0-4; 4-8;8+.

Concerning teacher management of instructional time, the resuh of the time

8D8lysis are presented in Tables numbered 10 through 13. Respondents who engaged in

management of instructional time were mUDd to have varied in the amount oftime



spent on the management activities. From Table 10, it is evident that while 56% of

respondents spent up to 4 hours to manage instruction, 2% used over 8 hours in a school

to do same.

Table 10

Proportion ofTr.chers who. in Managing Instructional Time. Spent Time (hours) in the

fulJqwine Time Banges; ()..4;4-8;8+

Time Range

0-4

4-8

8+

Number ofRespondents

28

19

I

Percentage (%)

56

38

2

As 000:: must point out, not all the respondents engaged in management of instructional

time during !be time of the study.

Upon close scrutiny ofentries in time budgets, it was found that average time

spent, across respondents, varied from school to school. For example, when

respondents in Shebu Umaru J.S.S. apent 77.14 minutes, on average, to manage

instnK:tion, !beir counterparts in John Doeswijck J.S.S. spent nearly 3 times as much

time on similar tasks. Table II presents the computed averages by the schools.
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Table 11

Ayernge Time Spent in Managing Instructional Time by School

Henkel John Shehu Krachi Krachi

Bunda Memorial Doeswijck Umaru Secondary Secondary

School J.S.S. J.S.S. 1.S.S. J.S.S. School Technical Mean

Time

(min) 180 160 203.33 77.14 218 225.22 188.79

From Table II, it appears that the senior secondary schools spent a lot more time than

the junior secondary schools on their management engagements. But this impression

roay be dispelled ifone examines the amount oftirne spent, after school hours, on

instructional management. Table 12 indicates some respondents in J.S.S. spent much

time, after school hours, to manage instruction. One can see (Table 12) that, after close

ofschoo~ respondents in John Doeswijck J.S.S. spent as much time on instructional

time management as thnse in Krachi Secondary School.

Table 12

Average Time Spent. after School Hours, in Managing Instrnctiona! Time by School

Henkel John Shehu Krachi Krachi
Bunda Memorial Doeswijck Umaru Secondary Secondary

School J.S.S, J.S.S. J.S.S. J.S.S. School Technical Mean
Time

(min) 120 ll5.56 156 60 156 135.79 128.09

Of particular importance here, is the amount oftime spent, outside school hours,

to manage instruction. There is evidence (Tables II, and 12) that respondents spent a

lot more time, after school hours, to manage instruction than they did during school
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hours. Within the 24-hour day, the average time spent on instructional time

management was found to be 188.79 minutes (see 'table 11). Meanwhile, almost 70%

of the 188.79 minutes was used by respondents only after they closed from school (see

Table 12 for the mean value).

When one takes a careful look at the various time management tasks which

respondents engaged in, it comes to mind that some of the activities can be time

consuming. Data presented in Table 13 shows, respondents spent much time on some

selected activities. For example, the average time spent across respondents, in

preparing lesson notes was 86.67 minutes. This average increased to 177.2 minutes

when respondents carried out student assessment.

Table 13

Averaat' Time Spent on Selected Time Manallement Tasks

Henkel John Shehu Krachi Krachi
Bunda Memorial Doeswijck Umaru Secondary Secondary

School J.S.S. J.S.S. J.S.S. J.S.S. School Technical Mean
Lesson
Preparation 70 82.22 120 60 120 7\.67 86.67
Time (min)
Continuous
Assessment 17.67 135 103.33 120 197.5 214 177.2
Time (min)

The mean values in Table 13 suggest that with a busy teaching schedule, one may not

have enough time, during school hours, to undertake and complete continuous

assessment and the like.
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Administrative Time ofT"""hers

On t"""her engagement in administrative duties, the time analysis revealed, that

respondents spent some oftheir time in day-to-day school administration. Compared to

the mean value fur managing instructional time (sec Table II J, the amount of time spent

on administrative duties is worth mentioning here. As presented in Table 14, the

average time spent in performing administrative duties was 146.9 minutes, constituting

approximately 78% ofthe mean value for managing instruction.

Table 14

Awage Time (min) Spent on Admjnj§b§tive Duties

Henkel John Shehu Krachi Krachi
Bunda Memorial Doeswijck Umaru Secondary Secondary

School J.S.S. J.S.S. J.S.S. 1.S.S. School Technical Mean
Time
(min) 100 71.67 106.67 108.57 284.44 172.22 146.9

With t"""her time taken for administration, one may wonder whether such an

arrangement has effect on the teachers' main duty of teaching. In this respect, Table 15

is very revealing of the structure ofrespendents' administrative time. The data in Table

IS show, about 64% of the respondents' administrative time was taken from school

hours. In other words, respondents indicated they performed most of the administrative

duties during school hours. The mean value, in Table IS, for all the respondents who

did their administrative work, during normal school hours, was 93.33 minutes.



Table IS

Average Time (min) Spen!o during School Hours. on Administrative Duties

Henkel John Shehu Krachi Krachi
Bunda Memorial Doeswijck Umaru Secondary Secondary

Schnol J.S.S. J.S.S. J.S.S. J.S.S. School Technical Mean
Time
(min) 76.67 60 86.67 77.14 135 114.67 93.33

Ifteachers are going to be deeply involved in scbool administration in addition

to their teaching then the evidence (Table 11, 14, and 15) suggests the need for school

administrators to proceed with caution When assigning duties to teachers. This is

beeallse as shown in Table 15, some duties may have to be run during teaching time.

Further time analysis provided evidence (Tables 16, BIJd 17) to the efleet that

respondents spent considerable time on activities other than management duties and

teaching. Much as these activities were not for the purposes ofmanagement or

teaching, they did impact on the teacher's time for both managemen! and teaching. so in

effect the non-management and non-teaching activities listed in the time budgets

deserve some attention. Table 16 sbows, a\I responden!s spenllllOre than eiglll bours

engaging in social activities. In addition, one must note that some respondents who

engaged in social activities did not even engage in school managemen! BIJd teaching

during the daIa coUection period.
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Table 16

Proportion ofTeachers who Spent Time (Hours) on Various Activities in the Following

Time Ranges: 0-4; 4-8: 8+

Time Management of Instructional Social

Range non-instruction Activities Activities

0-4 68 40

4-8 12 42

8+ 4 100

Note: The values presented are in percentages (%).

It is understandable to note that the social activities ofrespondents included sleeping at

night and siesta, preparing cakes for sale, church choir practice, water fetching and

washing at lakeside, playing soccer and walking home from school (see Appendix F-

Activity 4).

In terms of averages, the amount oftime respondents spent on social activities,

as a class, was the highest. Table 17 presents results concerning average time spent in

teaching and social activities.

Table 17

Average Time (min) Spent in Teaching and Social Activities

Henkel John Shehu Krachi Krachi
Bunda Memorial Doeswijck Umaru Secondary Secondary

SChnol J.S.S. J.8.S. J.S.S. J.S.S. Schnol Technical Mean
Teaching
Time 226.67 255.38 266.67 260 296 236.67 251.64
(min)
Social
Activity 980 958.46 863.33 994.29 921.67 975.56 956.39
Time

_(min)



As in Table 17, the average time spent, across respondents, on socilll activities

was 956.39 minutes (15.9 hours). And in John Doeswijck J.S.S. where the average time

was the lowest, respondents used as much as 863.33 minutes (14.4 hours) in their social

activities. These figures underpin and clarify the result indicated in Table 16 that each

respondent spent more than eight hours in activities coded as social.

Theoretical Analysis ofTcacher Role

Theoretical terms such as "conceptual framework" and "model" are often used

by educational researchers in their works. For some people, these terms "mean the

same thing" (Sarantakos, 1993; lOll). So in this study, the two tenns are used

interehangeably. According to Guilford and Merrifield, a model is a "set 0 f constructs

specified in sueh a way that their formal connections are evident" (quoted in Van Dalen,

1979:471). This definition is adopted for the present purpose.

In qualitative research, conceptualisalion ofprocesses, variables, and their

interrelationships serves several purposes. Miles and Huberman (in Sarantakos. 1993)

ideDtified some ofthese in their formulation of the structure of conceptual frameworks.

For them, conceptualisation in research serves to specify "outcomes of the study"

(p.106). Furthermore, as Good and Power (quoted in Westbury. 1978) suggested when

dileualing the state of the art in research on teaching:

... the generalizAtions derived from elasaroom research and
theory have a different role from those of the natural sciences.
They function IIllt u predicton of future events but u guide
line for WldentandiDg particuJar situations and context ...
Theories ll8D be ofvalue in lpllCifying those dimellSiollS
whicb are relevaol to 8IIl11ldenta11dioa ofclalaroom phellllmeoa,
can ex1eod the I'IIIIp ofhypothesis (alternative llnletIieI)
COIISidered, aod lIIlDIitize the le8cller to the pouible coMeq_s
ofbia lCliollS (p.287).
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Theoretical constructs therefore, can be used to describe research findings in such"

way that researchers and research beneficiaries Cllll gain useful insights into thcir

phenomeDll. It is particularly remarkable that in this dircction, Busis, Chittenden, IlIld

Amarel (in Snyder et a~ 1989) for eXllmple, proceeded further and used a theoretical

framework to lIIlIlIyse teachers' understlllldings 0 f implementing an educational change.

To do this, the researchers developed the" specific teacher curriculum construct

systems" (p. 423).

Some A6SUmptigp§ and Implications

The model (Figure 2) used in the present analysis partly rests on two importllllt

lISSWIIplions about teacher IlCtivity which are spell out as follows.

Assumption 1: TellCher role may result from certain situational fllCtors

(environmental influences), and the learned characteristics, or talents, or conditions in

the biological make-up oflbe individual teacher. This assumption that teacher activity

is a function oflbe conditions under which it occurs has several implicationll and thc

following are some of them.

Assumption I (a): The fint assumption implies that tCllCher IlCtivity i.

consilteDt. That is what a teacher bas done before, he can do again, under sufficiently

similar eirc\llJlSl.llllccs. Put this way, a particular kind ofactivity can, therefore. be

expecled ofa particular teacher.

ASSWIJIllion 1 (b): Assumption I, also implies that teacher activity ia a Ibnetion

ofperaoual cbaracterislics of the iDdividuaL Teacher llClivity is determined partly by

the -.:her's personal and social elwaetcristies (e.ll. in the intellectual, attitudinal and

iIureat domains), wbiehcaa be traced to both the lletlOlil: and exporienlial b8ckirounds



ofthe individual.

Assumption (c): Teacber activity is a function of the general as well as specific

situations in which it takes place. Finally. from the first assumption. one can say that

teacher activity is detcnnincd. in part. by features common to situations or those that~

\Dlique to a particular situation in which it has its sening at a particular time. General

features arc those which may be observed to be common to situations of a general class.

On the other band. specific features are peculiar to a particular situation and vary from

situation to situation. Such specific features contribute to the distinguishing aspecL' of

teacher activity.

Assumption 2: Teacher activity is observable. n,is is to assume that teacher

activity may be identified objectively. either by direct observation or by indirect

approaches thai provide correlative indications of teacber activity. Examples of indirect

approaches arc the use of interviews or inventories to elicit expressions of teacher

accomplishmenL preferences. interests, beliefs. and anitudes. Some implications of the

second assumption made here may be noted as fullows.

Assumption 2 (a): Teacher activities arc distinguishable. (fteacher activities~

observable. it fullows that those with certain features must be capable of be109

identified and described so as to be distinguished from other teacher activities. Thus.

teacher activities can be distinguished under observation.

Assumption 2 (b): Teacher activities are classifiable qualitatively and

q._iwively. Another aspect of the assumption ofobservability ofteacher activity is

thalteedJer activities are classifiable both in qualitative and quantitative tenDs. A class.

or Cllk8ory. of teacher activities is simply a pouping of specific activities, which bave

IJIIIIY mlCmblaDces to one aDOther and relatively few impolUlll differences. Such
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similarities, when fuund, can be taken as indication that still other similar features may

exist. When activities can be grouped together on the basis oftheir resemblances, it is

possible to abstract the general class description from the descriptions of specific

attributes. From the general class description the "concept" of teacher activity ofa

certain kind can be fonned thereby facilitating common understanding oftbe activity.

Teacher activities with common elements may be classified in the same

qualitative category. Within a given category, these behaviours may be assigned further

to subclasses, which may be treated quantitatively. That is teacher activities are

measurable. These quantitative subclasses may be ofeither of two types: first, those

permitting enumeration. or counting only; and second, those characterized by continuity

and varying, fur example, as in ordinal subclasses and equal-interval as well as equal

ratio subclasses.

Assumption 2 (c): Teacber activities are revealed through overt activity and also

by symptoms or correlates ofactivities. Tcacber activities may be revealed, or may be

observed, either by representative sampling of specific teacher acts, or by specific signs,

or indications, or correlates of the activity under consideration.

In sampling activity, we assume that the performance of the individual during

the activity sample is approximately (and at some level of probability) representative of

the larger aspects ofbis activity. In jUdging activity from signs or correlates, it is

assumed that an activity can be inferred or estimated approximately (in probability

terms) from observed correlates of that act-from phenomena that are known to have

been associated with that activity in the past (Ryans in Van Daleo, 1979).
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Prelimillarv Definitions

To foster understanding of the model in Figure 2. one must note the following

definitions of teacher role, instructional management skills, teacher-made curricular

materials, school mission and focus, and instructional leadership.

Teacher Role: As used in this mode~ teacher role may be defined as the

activities ofpeople as they go about doing what is officially expected ofteachers. In

tenos ofmanagement, these are activities intended for managing instruction, or any

other thing in the school situation (Ryans in VanDalen., 1979).

Instructional Management Skills: As a group, this consists ofall the skills.

knowledge, and attitudes necessary for managing instruction. They include the ability

to understand what is involved in the teacher's job description, and the skills for

formulating learning objectives, and planning learning activities. There are also the

skills fur setting examination and test questions, organizing and administration of

examination, marking examination as well as skills required to keep proper and

permanent records ofexamination and test scores.

Teacher-Made Curricular Materials: This is an important variable in managing

instructional time. How effectively instruction is managed depends, in part., on what

lesson plans and assessment instruments teachers devise and use. In effective

management, the curricular materials employed, the assessment instruments selected

and the instructional approaches used "are all tightly aligned with the basic learning

objectives fur the students" (Murphy, Wei~ Hallinger and Mitman, 1985:364).

School Mission and Focus: A school goal is a general statement ofwhat the

school intends to achieve. In contrast with school characterized by vague and unclear

goals, effective ones generally have clearly dermed mission, the basic goal being the
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improvement ofstudent achievement. In order to manage instruction well teachers must

have a clear understanding ofwhat exactly their school mission is. Teachers must also

ensure that goals of the school are reflected in the statement ofspecific objectives that

emphasise student learning and achievement ofsay, basic skills in mathematics. Goals

are often framed in a way that they can he measured, and target dates, tirnelines, and

responsibilities are often included in goal statement.

Instructional Leadership: Another variable involved in the model (Figure 2) is

leadership, especially in the area of instruction and curriculum. Instructional leadership

includes, among other things, taking centre stage in developing and communicating

school goals, establishing expectations and standards, coordinating the curriculum.

supervising and evaluating instruction, promoting student opportunity to learn, and

promoting professional development for staf[ Such leadership can he exercised in

different ways and styles. For example, leadership can he provided directly through

clinical supervision-type approaches and indirectly through policy fonnuJation and the

control ofthe work structure under which teachers instruct (Murphyet ai, 1985).

Some Patterns in Tcacher Management ofInstruction

From the foregoing statistical analysis, there appears to he a pattern in the

practiee ofteachers whicb suggests that respondents varied in several practical respects.

For example, teachers given the duty ofplanning lessons differed in their managerial

preparedness, the procedures adopted, and the accomplishment oftasks. Presently, a

cooceptual model will he used to describe the observable patterns in teacher

management of instruction. As one would expect, the framework is based upon data

collected in this study and a review of reJev8D1literature. It divides the practices of
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management into 4 categories (i.e., zero-function, mock-function, work-function, and

root-function) and involves the following four variables which are crucial to

management practice: instructional management skills, teacher made curricular

materials, school mission and focus, and instructional leadership. The model depicts

managerial role in the form ofconcentric contours to allow the possibility of movement

within the role structure. A respondent who engaged in a particular practice can change

from that to another. Admittedly, this theoretical fonnulation is not intended as a

perfect representation ofthe practical reality of the management situation. This is

because human activities by their nature are sometimes not clearly demarcated. Figure

2 is a diagram which represents the role ofteachers in the practice ofmanaging

instruction.

Figure 2

Managjng Instructiona! Time: A Role Mode!

Key
000: Zero-function
100: Mock-function
200: Work-function
300: Root-function
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As sbown in Figure 2, instructional management practices indicated by

respondents are analysed into four groups. The following description ofthese practices

includes an estimated proportion ofrespondents wbo engaged in them.

Zero-function: (22%) These respondents exhibited no managerial skill and

knowledge. No lesson plan prepared for teaching and tbere was no indication ofany

clear understanding of school mission and focus. No learning objective stated.

Teachers in this category even stated in their responses that they were not assigned

lesson preparation duties (see Tables 4, and 9). In effect, instructional time for these

teachers were managed by other people and not themselves.

Mock-function: (4%) Even though these respondents possessed the necessary

managerial skills and were required to prepare lesson plans, they taught lessons without

these plans. In their practice, they did not formulate any learning o~ectives to reflect

their understanding ofschool mission and focus. Some of them were not clear about the

objectives of school time management (see Table 9). As indicated in time budgets, only

a few class exercises, tests, and homework assignments were given to their students.

Thus these teachers provided weak instructional leadership fur stndents.

Work-function: (70%) Practices in this category were delivered by an

encouraging number of the respondents. Responses (Tables 4,5,7, and 9) indicate

most respondents readily used teacher made curricular materials to manage instruction.

Strong instructional leadership was provided through promotion ofstudent opportunity

to do more work botb in school and at bome. Here, teachers also closely supervised and

regularly evaluated instruction. Nevertheless, the impressive instructional leadership

provided was limited to only stndents.
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Root-li.mction: (4%) Though fuw as they were, teachers in this group assumed

an elevated and important role in framing and communicating school goals, policies,

and schedule to both staffand students. It was their duty, though, to vet lesson plans for

other teachers and ensure the preparation of timetables, discipline of students, and safety

of school property. Needless to say, the management practices in this class were

characterised by regular use of lesson plans and clear understanding of school mission

as well.

Summary

In conclusion, it is important to say again that teachers in this study engaged in a

wide variety ofactivities. Many respondents were found to have readily prepared

lesson notes and assessment instruments for the purpose ofmanaging instruction. Apart

from day-to-day administration oftheir schools and teaching, respondents carried out

other activities ranging from sleeping at night and siesta, preparing cakes for sale, and

church choir practice to playing soccer, and walking home from school.

It was also found that respondents expressed varying opinions about time

management. Much as respondents rejected the suggestion to use centralized lesson

planning, they were divided on the suggestion to use the official curriculum exactly as it

is. On the purposes ofmanaging school time, many respondents agreed, these included

effective teaching of school subjects and the development ofspecific abilities identified

in students such as for sports, and music.

Furthermore, data collected and analysed show differences in the amount of

time spent on various activities. Across respondents, the daily average time spent in

managing instruction was 188.79 minutes with 146.9 minutes on admjnistzative duties,
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and a whopping 956.39 minutes for activities encoded social as against 251.64 minutes

for teaching. Finally, the study has revealed that whereas some teachers took centre

stage in perfonning elevated duties ofmanaging instruction, others gave instruction

without the slightest application ofmanagement skills necessary for professional

practice.

, .
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CHAPTER FIVE

DISCUSSION, CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Overview

This chapter discusses the findings ofthe study by focusing on relevant

literature sources and the research questions stated in the first chapter. There is also a

summary of findings and a statement ofconclusions reached, followed by some

suggestions for improving teacher management of instructional time. The chapter ends

with suggested areas for further study.

Discussion

To keep the ensuing discourse in perspective, one may recall that the present

study seeks to ascertain how teachers in Kete-Krachi secondary schools manage

instructional time. A checklist, a diary form and an interview guide were usJ to collect

data which were analysed using descriptive statistical measures and a theoretical

framework (Figure 2).

Many respondents were found to have readily prepared lesson note, and

assessment instruments for the purpose ofmanaging instruction. Apart from day-to-day

school administration and teaching, respondents engaged in other activities ranging

from sleeping and sale ofcakes to church choir practice and playing soccer.

Another finding was that respondents expressed varying opinions ahout time

management. Although all respondents rejected the use ofcentralised lesson planning,

they were divided on the suggestion for them to use the official curriculum exactly as it

76
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IS. In addition, respondents agreed that the aims of managing school time included

effective teaching ofschool ,,,bjects and the development of student abilities such as for

sports, and music.

The data further show differences in the amount of time respondents spent on

various activities. The average time spent in managing instruction was 188.79 minutes

with 146.9 minutes on administration, and 956.39 minutes for social activities as

against 251.64 minutcs for instruction. Finally, the study has shown that whereas some

teachers assumed elevated responsibilities in managing instruction, other teachers

taught unplanned lessons.

Mapagement Tasks QfIeachers

The p.....liminary results of this study show that each respondent, whether at the

JSS or SSS, taught in one or more classes. Ths means that during the school day or

week, each teacher has some amount of time allocated for teaching. To enable teachers

meet their schedules which may overlap with those of other teachers, administrators,

and students in the schoo~ all schedules are coordinated by means of; for example, a

school teaching timetable. In operating a school timetable, a recommended practice is

fur teachers to he deployed to "teach at different levels" (Commonwealth Secretariat,

1993:12). It can be seen from the preliminary results that this recommendation was

adopted to a large extent in the schools studied.

Concerning management activities ofteachers, one of the findings (Table 2) of

the present study is that, to manage instruction respondents engaged in several activities

including lesson planning and student assessment. In schoo~ teaching activities in
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particular are time-bound, in that, during a day a teacher is expected to teach only when

and ror how long one is permitted to do so by, say the school timetahle. It stands to

reason that, instructional management activities of teachers are meant to ensure

effective and efficient use of instructional time. In this vein, respondents' activities

such as planning of lessons, assessment of student learning, and the marking of student

attendance registers were meant to manage instructional time. The finding that

respondents marked attendance registers and signed teachers attendance books to

manage instruction confirms earlier research finding that effectively managed schools in

Ghana kept class attendance registers and staff attendance books for managing

instructional time (Atakpa and Ankomah. 1998). Although these findings relate to

different levels ofeducation, they implY that teachers play an important role in

managing instructional time.

The practice of involving teachers in school administration tends to be conunon

in Ghanaian schools. Atakpa and Ankomah (1998) found, in their study ofselected

primary and junior secondary schools, that effectively managed schools had working

committees on academic, examinations, and disciplinary matters. In any case, teachers

were members of these committees. Furthermore, respondents in the present study were

round to have engaged in some other management activities ror the purpose of school

administration. For example, apart from serving on school committees like those for

sports and disciplinary matters teachers organize<! school choir practice, inspected

campus cleaning on daily basis, and even assisted in collecting school fees. The

evidence (Table 3) shows that the teachers were deeply involved in school

administration in addition to teaching.
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Time Management Tools ofTeachers

The time management tools identified in this study included lesson notes, bells,

attendance register, watch, and timetable. The use of these resources is very necessary

ifone wants to effectively manage school time. For example, a secondary school

cannot effectively run three programmes without facing difficulties in teaching time if a

workable timetable is not operated. Incidentally, as in Table 7, the most preferred time

management tool in this study was the timetable and by virtue of this fact it deserves

attention here. A timetable is the means by which school resources, such as teachers,

teaching areas, and time are organized to enhance school work. But the design and

successful operation of a timetable involves important considerations regarding, for

example, learning opportunities, teaching establishment of the school, buildings, learner

ability, and teacher readiness to participate in timetabling (Commonwealth Secretariat,

1993). Beside the level of teacher use, findings of this study further shed light on

teacher attitude towards timetabling. Table 5 shows that 47 respondents indicated tbey

used timetable in school. Such a very high level of use among teachers may give the

impression ofa highly positive attitude towards timetabling, However, in this case,

respondents rather indicated a barely positive attitude as to their willingness to be

timetablers, Data in Table 6 shows a mean value ofJ,2 for timetabling which means

that, genera1ly, the respondents were quite willing to be timetabJers in their schooL

Moreo""r, upon drawing a distinction between teachers who drew timetables for their

school (Table 4) and those who merely used this management tool (Table 5) one can say

that the respondents were not very keen to prepare timetables, This is not to say that

respondents did not want to have anything to do with timetable preparation. On the

coll1rary, there is evidence, in Table 8, that majority of the respondents agreed with the
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suggestion to involve teachers in timetabling. That is, respondents filvoured the

situation where a timetabler would consult teachers to find their timetabling needs with

regard to, say, prefCrred teaching time during the day. In effect, the teachers who were

not very interested in timetabling nonetheless wanted their preferences catered for when

preparing it.

weber Wjllingness Towards Management Duties

Some knowledge ofhow respondents felt about management duties is necessary

for a comprehensive understanding of their attitude towards management. In scbool

the role teachers play in the management oftime can be seen in their lesson preparation

activities. For teachers in this study, lesson preparation is particularly important

because it came out as one of their top ranking management duties. As shown in Table

6, concerning the preparation oflesson notes, the responses ofmost willing, very

willing, and willing added up to 64% and the mean value computed from responses was

5.0. This means that the respondents were willing to prepare lesson notes. The only

other management duty which respondents ranked above lesson notes preparation was

marking ofstudent attendance register (see mean values in Table 6). Further analysis of

teacher willingness to perform management duties revealed that respondents preferred

the use of lesson notes to using several other management tools. From Table 7, one can

see that with a relative frequency of 19%, the lesson notes was the next most preferred

time management tool after the timetable. Further, respondents' dislike for extemally

prepared lesson plans reinforces the filvourable attitude to their own lesson plans. Table

8 shows that all respondents rejected the suggestion for them to use standardised lesson

plans. A1 any rate, such professed commitment to lesson preparation may not hold



much promise for effective time management if teachers lack the necessary skills. At

this point. what Potashnik and Cappers (1998) say about the quality and efIectiveness of

distance education programmes is relevant to this consideration oflcsson preparation.

The authors ubservc that some people ··are reluctant to adl)pt programs ori~illating

elscv'iherc. despite their reputed quality. choosing instead to develop their own:

untiJftunatcly, many lack the expertise needed to produce high-quality materials and

support structures" (pAS). It takes considerable teacher time to produce quality lesson

plans and teachers lacking lhe expertise needed may prepare lesson notes that are

deficient in several important respects.

Teacher Perception ofTime Management

On the objectives of managing school tune. respondents expressed four different

\'ic ..",,-s which were consistent with those in the available literature. From their point of

vic\.... school time was managed tor the purposes ofl'tlective teaching of selected

subjects; development of talents of students, say. for sports; creating student int~rest in

community affairs; and saying time for other school actiyities like symposium and

dance (Table 9). Similarly. earlier research found that. in effectively manageu

Ghanaian schools. the roll is called to check lateness and absentedsm and thus ensure

punctuality and regularity in student anendance. With studems always at schooL

teachers can engage them in learning activities tor the achievement of learning

objectives. Meanwhile. Murphy ct al, (1985) point Ollt that the basic goal (,fctlecti\c

schools is the irnproyement of student achievement. This goal. they say. may be

reflected in some school activities which emphasise learning and achievement of wonh-
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while skills. In this way, it is DOt 811 oVeiemphasis to say that school management

activities are intended primarily to enhance !Iludent learning and achievement.

!r.Arher MaMPement of1ostructiooaJ Time

As Amadio (1997:7) notes, "the number ofclass bours available to students and

teachers is only one oftile variables" in determining the effective use of instroctional

time. Another sucb factor is what teacbers do to enh8Dce the productive use of this

time. There is evidence (Table 2) that teachers in this study engaged in several

activities in order to manage instroctinnal time. Once more, it is worthwhile

emphasizing that 8IIything that needs to be done, needs time fur it to be done well In

school, it takes time fur a teacher to plan lessons, check student attendance and grade

student work. Hence teachers must find adequate and suitable time to perfurm any time

11UlMgemeDl task expected ofthem. The present study found that while 56% of

respondents spent up to fuur hours to manage instroction, only two percent used over

eight holDS in a school to do that (see Table 10). On the average, Table II shows that,

the 8ImUDt oftime respondents spent on instroctional management activities varied

from school to school. For instance, while respondents in Bunda ISS spent 180 minutes

on these Jll8II8gelIICDl activities, those in Krachi secondary school spent 225.22

minutes. However, fur the sake ofsuitability oftime, the timing ofany activity during

the 24-bour day is very important. For example, within a very densely packed seven

hour lICbool day, a teacher may DOt find suitable time to prepere quality Iesaon DOtes.

While advncating fur wide teacher p81ticipalion in curricu1wn development, CuIrigbt (in

Snyda et aI, 1989) argues that teachers sbou1d be provided with releaae time from

+ oomtt8clring to develop and write turriculum 1IIIIIeriaIs. And it-. the
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fmdings in Table 11 and 12 vindicate Cutright's argument. The evidence shows that

respondents spent a lot more time, after school hours, to manage instruction than they

did during school hours, The average time spent, within the 24-hour day, on

instructional time management was 188.79 minutes but the time respondents used, after

closing from school, on these activities was 128,09 minutes (see mean values in Table

II and 12). This suggests that, the appropriate time for many a time management task

may lie outside the regular school day, or week.

Administrative Time ofTeachers

According to the World Bank (quoted in Amadio, 1997:5) classroom instruction

is specially important for students "whose out-of-school time and opportunities for

learning are limited", For reasons such as this, school activities that contribute to

reduced instructional time deserve serious consideration to mitigate their negative

impact. In the present study, the teachers' administrative duty has come under close

scrutiny because of its duration and timing, The time analysis has revealed that

respondents' time spent on administrative duty was 146.9 minutes, constituting

approximately 78% of their time for managing instruction (see mean values Ul Table II

and 14). The study further revealed that about 64% of the respondents' administrative

time was taken from school hours (Table 15). This situation is a source of worry

because the discharge ofadministrative duties, during school hours, probably reduced

the teaching time of respondents.

When one considers how teachers spent their days, the results of the time

analysis tend to point to a disturbing state ofaffairs. The average time spent on

instructional management was 188.79 minutes but the time for administration was 146.9
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minutes whcn.~as teaching and social activities took 251.64 and 956.39 minute:;.

respectively. Converse (1968:4.1) clarifies this mattt'r when he says:

... no human being. hO\Iv'cver. rich. pt)'Jr wise, or foolish can
dispose of more time than any other within the same period.
Hence variations in time allocations from person to person
must depend on 'trading-off time frOIO some activities toward~
others.

I"his means th~ more time one spends on social activities, little will be the time left tor

teaching and management tasks. This is all the more so when the related activity mix

consi~1:S of activities that cannot be undertaken simultaneously. One can see that a

teacher cannot drive a car and be grading tcst papers at the same time. In the same vcin.

fetching of\vater and writing of lesson notes cannot he concurrent activities JUSt as a

teachN cannot plan learning activities at the tim,., of scllin~ in a busy shop. But \vhcn

the living conditions of teachers necessitate time consummg non-school activities.

engaging in such activities will erode the time for school work.

Majority (70%) of the teachers surveyed rented different places in town where

they lived to do scbool work (see preliminary results). Some of the teachers operated

shops in which they themselves sold merchandise to customers. In the time budgets, the

income generating activities listed included sewing. carpentry. driving, and fan ling not

to mention extra classes where students were charged fees (Appendix F-Activity Group

4). If teachers have to rent private residence and move about town to draw water for

domestic use. or drive passengers to a local market tLl earn income, then it may mean

that the teachers are not well resourced to live a comfortable and decem life for work

Teachers deserve to live in better conditions than what the data here shows so that they

can manage school time efficiently. Tedesco (1997: 1) emphasises this point, among



others, when he says:

The more efficient and effective use ofthe time that pupils
in developing countries spend in school depends upon several
factors, among which three stand out:(i) Improving the working
conditions of teachers, so as to avoid the high levcl of absentccism
that is found particularly in rural and marginal urban schools:
(ii) resorting to educational methods which would increase the
amount of time that both the pupils and the teachers devote to
individualized learning; and (iii) changing management methods.
which would reduce the amount of time teachers spend on
administrative matters, not connected with the learning process.

Patterns in Teacher Management of Instruction

Research terminology is often liable to misunderstanding and this calls for

further clarification of some terms in Figure 2. Sarantakos (1999:77) distinguishes "true

zeros from arbitrary zeros" when discussing measuring variables. For this author. true

zeros indicate no presence of variables measured. For example. when measuring

income or number of children. a zero means no income or no children. On the other

hand, in measuring temperature, a zero degree reading does not mean no temperature at

all. As in the case of temperature reading, the use of the term zero-function in Figure 2

does not mean no managerial function at aiL Indeed, the respondents who performed

the zero-function represented in this model did engage in some management activities

which, however, were characterized differently and hence termed differently.

Furthermore, the time management practices classified under zero-function should not

be disregarded when considering ways of improving school management. It seems

likely that these teacher activities can have substantial adverse impact on student

achievement. Millot (in Amadio, 1997:7) highlights this matter as follows: "in order to

be productive, instructional time requires the availability ofother resources, including,



in the first place, teachers' skills". Consequently, in any attempt to manage

instructional time to raise student achievement, it is also necessary to ensure that

teachers have the requisite skills.

Conclusion

To investigate how teachers in Kete-Krachi secondary schools manage

instructional time, data was collected from the teachers about their use oftime during

the school week, 1be initial resutts oflbe investigation show that teachers have been

assigned to teach specific subjects such as mathematics and English at different levels in

the schools. This means that during a school day, or week, each teacher has some

amount of instructional time, officially allocated for teaching subjects.

An examination oflbe management activities enumerated in time budgets has

revealed that some of these activities were for the primary purpose ofenhancing

instruction. Other management activities related to day-to-day school administration.

That is to say teachers have a significant role to play in school management.

School time is managed for a number of purposes, but the basic goal of school

management is student achievement. In this regard, the findings of this stud) highlight

some objectives of time management. Indeed, the teachers in this study agreed that the

management of scbool time aims primarily at enhancing student learning and

achievement.

It is the duty ofa teacher to manage instruction, Teachers are expected to

prepare lesson notes and assess student learning, among other things. But these

management activities take time. 1be evidence from this study confirms that teachers

spend time, on a daily basis, to manage instruction. The evidence furtb.er shows that
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many instructional management activities are engaged in outside school hours. Hence,

the appropriate time for many a time management task may lie outside the regular

school day, or week.

Many teachers have had to rent their private residence and move about town to

draw water fur domestic use. This may mean that teachers are not well resourced to live

and do school work.

Finally, the findings here have shown that some teachers were more active in

their discharge ofmanagement dnties than others. The teachers assigned management

duties also differed in their managerial preparedness. While some teachers performed

elevated management duties, others merely taught unplanned lessons. It can. therefore,

be said that there exist vast differences in the managerial practices ofthe teachers.

External Validity of Study

While this report may represent a valuable source of information on teacher

management of instructional time, a very wide variety of situations exist that could

render conclusions herein inapplicable elsewhere. The main restrictions on the use of

this source on the part ofschool administrators and teachers are identified as follows:

The location ofa school may be in a context that provides much support for

teacher work and staffdevelopment, to occasion different temporal cycles in school.

Schoolwide teacher strength may be very large as to result in manageable workloads in

contrast to shortfalls in staff establishment where schools are characterised by teacher

work overload. Teachers may IIOt have the same density ofactivity mix. There could

be a very great disparity in activities teachers engage in beside their teaching and school
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Reco_TflITIendat ion:.;

The Education Reform Programme implemented in \987 reduced the length of

pre~uniYersityeducation in Ghana to 12 years with JSS and SSS covering three years

each. Further. in the second decade of implementing the refonns, the duration of

secondary school was temporarily reduced to establish a common academic year for all

levels ofeducation in the country. These changes in length of studies reiterate the need

to use available time more efficiently. To improve management of instructional time.

teachers may take the following measures:

• Setting goals and sticking by them

• Reading selectively

• Differentiating between urgent and imponant tasks

• Putting first things first

• Taking time to do what one is expected to do to avoid having to do it again

• Do not plan or attend unnecessary meetings

• Screening visitors

• Learning to say no to invitations to do tasks that are neither urgent nor

important.

A school administrator can also support teachers to enhance their time management.

First, the administrator should ensure that schoolwide in-service training is provided on

a regular basis for teachers to leam or sharpen their management skills. Second, school

administrators should proceed cautiously when assigning non-teaching duties to

teachers so that teacher performance of these duties does not reduce the time for both

instruction and its management. Third, suitable residential accommodation, in terms of
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facilities and nearness to campus. is necessary if teacher management of instructional

time is to be effective and etlicient. To ease the problem of teachers who walk to

schools far from their homes. administrators may have to rent permanent places ncarby

for school slaff.

Finally. both administrators and leachers should also ensure lhallhey have

facilities for storing waler. This can forestall the sitUBlion where they have to spend

lime earmarked for school work on domestic water supply.

Suggestion for Future Research

To further investigale the lime management activities of teachers and the tlming

oflhese activities. lime budgets should be colle.cted from a larger population otleachc'TS

over several school weeks. including the weekends
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APPENDIX A

t 'iIVEj~SITY Of' CAj'E COAST
CAPE COAST, GHANA
FACULTY OF' EDUCATION

Department of Arts & Social Scienccs Education

TEL£::l"!'):"f:. JZ440-9 Hwu 5J.·I
J248o-~ Offi~ !:!'7

TEILX ZS'.i2. l'l".:.:, GU.
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Our Rcr"..

YOW" Rd..

M. PHIL/ED/99/015

19th February 2001.

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN.

LETTER OF INTRODUCTION.

.!

I
!

~

The holder of this letter, Mr, Adjei, Kwame S, Hanson is a student of the University
of Cape Coast. He is required to carry out a research study towards the fulfilment of
the requirements for the award of M. Phil Degree in Curriculum Studies in this
University.
'rhe research topic is : , , .

.................T.8,)~ftE,~ .. R-~~..I,\t-l.?, .. /t:JS:t:f<.v r:: .!:lC~. I\: .L t<.~ .
f\\/WI\~E"'l='NT IN KE-TE -141.1\ClH 5HoIJbAAy ScHooL':::.... , , , , , .

I shall be grateful if you will offer him any help at your disposal by way of giving him
access to information! data.

By this letter, therefore, we have authorised the bearer to approach you with the
assurance that you will help in any way you can.

Thank you.



APPENDIX B

TEACHER ROLE AND INSTRUCTIONAL TIME MANAGEMENT IN

KETE·KRACHl SECONDARY SCHOOLS

TEACHERS IN JUNIOR AND SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOLS

The fuUowing checklist with a time diary furm is designed to find outahout how

teachers manage inslructionallime. The survey is for only academic purposes and so

your anonymity and confidentiality are assured.

TEACHERS' TIME MANAGEMENT CHECKLIST

Provide the loUowing infurmation ahout yourself by ticking the appropriate

hoxes.

l. School: [ 1BundaJSS
[ I Henkel JSS
[ I John Doeswijck JSS
[ ] Shehu Umaru JSS
[ ] Krachi secondary school
[ ] Krachi secondary Technical School

2. Teaching stations: [ I JSS
[ I JSS 0

~

[ I JSS 3

I [ I SSS I
; [ I SSS 2

; [ I sss 3

3. Sex: [ I Male,. [ ] Female
'.

\ f 4. Age (years) [ ] 21-30
[ ] 31-40
[ ] 41 +

5. Residential Status: [ ] Own premises
[ ] Rented premises
[ ] Hotel
[ ] School Bungalow

I,

I

l})



6. Distance of residence
from school (km) [ 0-3

[ 4+

7. Management duties
assigned: [ ] Vetting lesson noles

[ ] Mark attendance register
[ ] Student admissions
[ ] Committee member
[ ] House master
[ 1 Time tabling
[ 1 Continuous assessment
[ J Attendance book

8. Management tools
in stock: [ ] Lesson notes

[ J Attendance register
[ ] BellsfDrums
[ 1 Clock/watch
[ ] Timetable
[ 1 Diary

9. Management duties
desired:(codes1-7) [ ] Vetting lesson notes

[ ] Mark attendance register
[ 1 Student admissions
[ ] Committee member
[ ] House master
[ 1 Timetabling
[ ] Continuous assessment

',I 10. Management tools
wanted: [ ] Lesson notes

[ ] Attendance register
~' [ ] BeUslDrurns

f
[ ] Clock/watch

7[ ] Timetable
[ ] Diary
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APPENDIX C

In the following spaces record all the activities you carry out on each school day

TIME P.M. ACTIVITY
12:00 - 12:20
12:20 - 12:40
12:40 1:00
1:00 - 1:20
1:20 - 1:40
1:40 - 2:00
2:00 - 2:20
2:20- 2:40
2:40 - 3:00
3:00- 3:20
3:20 3:40

3:40-4:00
4:00 4:20
4:20 4:40
4:40- 5:00
5:00 - 5:20
5:20 5:40
5:40-6:00
6:00 6:20
6:20-6:40
6:40 -7:00
7:00 -7:20
7:20-7:40
7:40 8:00
8:00 8:20
8:20 8:40
8:40- 9:00
9:00-9:20
9:20-9:40
9:40 10:00
10:00 10:20
10:20 - 10:40
10:40 1l:00
1l:00 1l:20
1l:20 1l:40
1l:40 12:00
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-- -~ .. -_ ....~_ ..

TIME A.M. ---ACTIVITY
.-. -_. - - - - -

12:00 - 12:20
_._~-_.--_.- _.. --- -

12:20 - 12:40
12:40 - 1:00

.~--- - -~, ------- --_.- -,----

1:00 - 1:20 - --_._-
1:20 - 1:40
1:40 - 2:00 -- .-
2:00 - 2:20
2:20 - 2:40 ----"
2:40 - 3:00
3:00 - 3:20
3:20 - 3:40

3:40 -4:00
4:00 -4:20
4:20- 4:40
4:40 - 5:00
5:00 - 5:20 _.-

_._---_._~- . --~-- .
5:20 - 5:40
5:40- 6:00 ---' -_.---._._- - '."- -_ .. ~_._ .. ----_.-
6:00 - 6:20 .-
6:20 - 6:40
6:40 -7:00
7:00-7:20
7:20 -7:40
7:40 - 8:00
8:00 - 8:20 0-_. _ ---_._. -----_.
8:20 - 8:40 ._.-f----- ---~---- ._- .-- -_ . .- ---- -
8:40 - 9:00
9:00 -9:20
9:20 -9:40

-
9:40 - 10:00
10:00 - 10:20
10:20 - 10:40

. ----------_ .. -

10:40 11:00
11:00-11:20
11 :20 - 11 :40
11 :40 - 12:00

'1M
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APPENDIX D

Use the following timetable to indicate the amount of time (minutes) you spend, on your

daily activities:

DAYS

ACTIVITY I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 EX x

--

I
,

I

- ---- 1
!,

:

I
--

i
I

!
!



APPENDIX F

'YESTERDAY INTERVIEW GUIDE

TEACHER PERCEPTION OF TIME MANAGEMENT

• Beliefs and Interests about Time Management:
FoUow Official Curriculum exactly as it is

Standardised Lesson Plans (Centralised Planning)

Teacher Involvement in Timetable Compilation

• Objectives ofTime Management
e.g., Teach Selected Subjects (science. maths, ... )

• Time Management Tasks: (fur recalling previous day's activities)
Contact people
Farm

Grade student work

Lakeside

Laboratory

Lessons in subjects

Library

Meetings, ...

Mark attendance register

Prepare lesson notes

Prepare questions/materials

Procure materials/tools

Scbeme ofwork

School assembly

Supervise campus cleaning

Sign attendance book

Supperllunch/breakfast

Sports/field

ShoppinglTelephone call

Vetting Lesson notes

Visits (visitors)

Workshop

Washing clothes, plates,...

L1B"A<·Y
ONtYEf\Sil r ", ~\PE COAST
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APPENDIX F

GENERAL ACTIVITY CODES

Activity Group I: (Management oflnstruction)

Allocation of beds in garden

Briefing students on exam

Compiling students' reading material

Drawing marking scheme for exam

Gathering garden tools.

Invigilating exam

Marking assignmentslexercises/examltests

Marking attendance register

Preparing exam hall

Prepare homework exercises

Preparing lesson notes

Processing student assessment scores

Procuring football etc. for P.E.

Reading textbooks/revising fur lessons

Reading through lesson notes

Recording student assessment scores

Research for lessons (in library)

Setting questions for exam/tests

Sign teacher's attendance book

Submit scripts to teachers after invigilation

Tallying students' scores

Testing students in class

Vetting exam questions

Vetting lesson notes (fur other teachers)

Writing test questions on chalkboard
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Activity Group 2: (Non-instructional Management)

Administration at District office ofTeachers' Union (GNAT)

Announcement in Dining Hall

Arrange for sports equipmentlrefreshement

Checking the roll for students

Contact District Education Office

Collect school fees with bursar

Conducting schooI worship

Closing ceremony (sports)

Disciplinary committee meeting

Drawing spotts programme

Gathering sports equipment

Inspection ofdormitory

Jogging with students

Marking sports field with students

Meeting house members

Meeting spotts organiser

Meeting student athletes

Netball training (students)

Organising students for school assembly

Officiating school spotts

Opening classrooms/offices

Punishment ofstudents

Refreshment ofsports officials
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School assembly (morning/closing)

School choir pmctice

Shopping for beverage

Service personnel meeting with headmaster

Soccer training ofstudents

Sports committee meeting

Staff meeting

Supervise campus cleaning/weeding

Sign official letters

Training student athletes

Visit to sick master/student

Visited kmchiwura with headmaster

Witnessing school sports

Working on school farm with labourers

IUJ
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Activity Group 3: (Instruction)

Teaching in classroom (normal c1assesl

Teaching in classroom (extra classes)

Physical education on sports field

Agricultural science practicals in garden

Science practicals in laboratory

Woodwork practicals at workshop

..

,..-,



Activity Group 4: (Social)

Backyard gardening

Bathing

Church choir practice

Church service

Commercial carpentry/driving of truck

Conversation (leisure)

Cooking

Dressing up (oneself)

Eating

Farnily meeting

Farmwork

Fetching water

Ironing clothes

Jogging (leisure)

Lessons in computer lab. (personal)

Listening to radio (news, music, ... )

Making cakes for sale

Meditation on personal life

Packing books at home

Morning devotion (personal)

PlayingIPrayer meeting

Preparing photo album (personal)

Reading bible
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Reading books, newspapers, ... (leisure)

Relaxing (break from work)

Riding bicycle to school

Sabbath school studies

Selling at shop

Sewing (commercial)

Shopping (personal effects)

Siesta

Sleeping at night

Story telling with children

Supervise children's homework

Sweeping at home

Teaching children at home

Telephone call

Visit to friends/patients

Visitors

Walking (leisure)

Walking home

Washing clothes (lakeside)

Washing plates

Watching TV (news, movies, ...)

Watching volleyball
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